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Due to its importance, the phenomenon of hydrogen

bonding has been the subject of much research over the

years. Among the different techniques used to study

hydrogen bonded systems, vibrational spectroscopy is

perhaps the most sensitive because of the striking

changes induced in molecular spectra by the formation of

hydrogen bonds. Since comparable changes can also be

caused by solvation effects in condensed phases, the most

useful characterization of the potential energy surface

for hydrogen atom motion can only be obtained from gas

phase studies of simple model compounds. The molecule

chosen in this study was hydrogen cyanide, a system known

to form aggregate molecules in the gas phase.



This thesis work has involved the study of hydrogen

bonding using several new methods: photoacoustic Raman

spectroscopy (PARS), coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectros-

copy (CARS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.

The photoacoustic Raman experiments were conducted under

static conditions in which a series of spectra were taken

in the different HCN and DCN frequency regions. The PARS

study gave clear evidence for aggregate formation in the

V1 CN stretching region of HCN. The PARS data show that

collision broadening of rotational lines is very signif-

icant at high static pressures and this prohibits the

separation of trimer and dimer spectral bands. To circum-

vent this problem another coherent Raman method (CARS)

was employed with a free jet expansion technique.

In the coherent anti-Stokes Raman experiments, high

concentrations of HCN and DCN clusters were generated

under cold, collision free conditions via a supersonic

expansion. The jets were probed using two laser beams and

Raman active vibrational frequencies were located and

assigned to HCN/DCN dimers, trimers and polymers. Tran-

sitions were detected in the V1 CN stretch region for

both HCN and DCN, and in the V3 CH stretch region for

HCN. It was shown that adding a carrier gas such as argon

to the free jet expansion dramatically increased the

number of aggregates formed. Experiments in which the



expansion mixture, nozzle diameter and nozzle temperature

were varied showed that it was possible to "tune" the jet

composition from the extreme of pure monomer to pure

polymer.

The infrared experiments, like the PARS study, con-

sisted of examining the vibrational spectra of static

samples of HCN and DCN as a function of pressure. Once

again, evidence for cluster formation was seen in the

V1 region of HCN. The combined IR-Raman data were em-

ployed in a normal coordinate calculation for HCN dimer

and good agreement between observed and calculated vibra-

tional frequencies was achieved with a simple valence

force field.

The data from the IR experiments showed that,

along with the dimer, there was also a significant amount

of trimer at the higher static pressures. By computer

manipulation of the data, the monomer spectrum was sub-

tracted and the dimer and trimer spectra were separated.

Theoretical vibrational-rotational spectral contours and

a normal coordinate analysis indicate that the HCN trimer

has a linear configuration.
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Vibrational Spectroscopy of Hydrogen Bonded Species

CHAPTER I

Spectroscopy of Hydrogen Bonded Species

I.A Introduction

Because of the enormous importance of hydrogen bond-

ing in nature much research has been done on the charac-

teristics of this unique bond. For this purpose, both

non-spectroscopic and spectroscopic methods have been

employed although in general the latter have proven more

fruitful. These spectroscopic studies have included

microwave investigations, gas phase infrared work and

matrix isolation infrared experiments. Each of these

techniques has provided valuable information on hydrogen

bonding, but each also has certain drawbacks.

The microwave data have been very useful in determ-

ining structures and locating the potential energy

minimum of small model systems, but it does not provide

the vibrational information needed for a more complete

description of the potential surface for H atom motion.

This information is especially important in the hydrogen

bonding low frequency stretching and bending regions.

Some gas phase infrared data have been obtained but the
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analysis of the vibrational-rotational contours to ex-

tract transition frequencies has been limited due to

pressure broadening and spectral overlap problems. The

rotational bands can be eliminated by matrix isolation

methods and several such studies have been used to deter-

mine fundamental vibrational frequencies. The value of

the matrix isolation data is suspect however because of

the unknown effect of neighboring solvent interactions

and because of the significant changes for the various

matrices.

The research effort that has lead to this thesis was

undertaken in order to apply new and improved spectro-

scopic techniques to the determination of gas phase vibra-

tional data for simple model hydrogen bonded systems.

Water was the first molecule that was studied with the

interest centering on the (H20)2 dimer, but this

system proved to be quite difficult to work with because

of its low vapor pressure at temperatures easily achieved

with the nozzles available to us. As a result, it was

decided that HCN might be a better initial test case

because of its linear structure, large dipole moment and

high vapor pressure. This proved to be a propitious

choice and thus this thesis will deal almost exclusively

with HCN and its deuterated analog DCN.
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Three separate techniques were employed in the study

of HCN and DCN: photoacoustic Raman spectroscopy (PARS),

coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) and

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The PARS

technique was used to examine HCN and DCN under static

conditions while the CARS experiments were used on

samples cooled in a free jet expansion. The infrared data

were used to complement and contrast the results obtained

from the coherent Raman techniques.

This thesis is divided into six main chapters. The

first chapter contains information on the characteristics

of hydrogen bonds, reviews past studies on HCN and DCN

and, finally, outlines the scope of the present research

effort. Chapter two gives the experimental details of the

coherent Raman and infrared techniques that were em-

ployed in this study. In chapters three and four, the

results for the coherent Raman and infrared experiments

are presented. In chapter five, a normal coordinate

analysis of HCN dimer and trimer is discussed and the

results are contrasted with the experimental obser-

vations. Finally, in chapter six, the summary and con-

clusions are presented.
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I.B Characteristics of Hydrogen Bonds

Hydrogen bonds are important because of the dra-

matic effects these interactions have on the molecules

involved. Hydrogen bonds are intermediate between strong

covalent and weak van der Waals bonds and act to link

molecular units together in an intimate but non-permanent

fashion. The X-H...Y hydrogen bond results when a proton

bonded to one element is attracted by a large negative

charge surrounding a nearby electronegative atom. Fluor-

ine forms very strong hydrogen bonds; oxygen weaker ones;

and nitrogen even weaker ones. This corresponds to the

decreasing electronegativities as one moves to the left

in the periodic table.

The hydrogen bond formation is largely due to a

dipole-dipole interaction whose strength depends on the

geometry of the molecule and the dipole moment. The

formation of hydrogen bonds is responsible for many

interesting structures and anomalies in physical prop-

erties. For example water, with a dipole moment of 1.85

Debye [1], forms hydrogen bonds which involve the four

lone pair electrons on oxygen. In ice there is a tetra-

hedral arrangement, with each oxygen atom "bonded" to

four hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen bonds are formed along the

axis of each lone pair in ice, and their existence in

liquid water is responsible for the high boiling point of
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water compared to boiling points of hydrides of other

elements in the same column in the periodic table (H2S,

-62_C; H2Se, -42 C; H2Te, -4 C) [2].

Hydrogen bond strengths vary significantly for

different systems. For the reaction X-H...Y ---> X-H + Y,

enthalpy changes (AH) range from 0.5 Kcal/mole to 37

Kcal/mole [3]. Hydrogen bonds with AH values less than 3

Kcals/mole are designated weak, while those between 3-10

Kcals/mole (the majority) are termed normal and those

above 10 Kcals/mole are designated as strong [4]. The

hydrogen bond in HCN would be expected to be substantial

due to its large dipole moment, 2.98 Debye [5]. The calor-

imetric estimate of AH is 3.28 Kcals/mole [6] while a

spectroscopic estimate is 3.5 Kcals/mole [7]. Using the

above criterion, HCN should be characterized as a

molecule which forms normal to weak hydrogen bonds.

Most hydrogen bonded systems are encountered and

studied in condensed phases. However, hydrogen bonds are

highly sensitive to their surroundings and this has made

the interpretation of experimental results for condensed

systems less precise. The study of hydrogen bonding in

the gas phase is to be preferred because this allows the

optimal examination of systems and isolated hydrogen

bonds. Two of the best techniques of detecting hydrogen

bonds are Raman and infrared spectroscopy.
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I.B.1. Detection of Hydrogen Bonds

Historically, infrared spectroscopy has been the

most widely used method in the study of hydrogen bonds.

This is due to its sensitivity in detecting vibrational

modes in the presence of hydrogen bonds. The majority of

the work in this area has been concerned with the stretch-

ing frequency of the X-H functional group and the de-

creased frequency observed for the hydrogen bonded

X-H...Y. Thus, in most cases, the change in the bond

adjacent to the hydrogen bond is investigated rather than

the hydrogen bond itself [8].

Raman spectroscopy, another technique used for

detecting hydrogen bonds, is an advantageous method for

several reasons. One is that the Raman results complement

the infrared data, since in many cases vibrational modes

that are not observable in the infrared are Raman active.

The other advantage is that the Raman methods have re-

cently been developed which can be used on non-static

samples such as molecular beams. Both of these advantages

were employed in the HCN and DCN experiments.

The range of vibrational modes that are of im-

portance in hydrogen bonding are shown in table I-1.
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Table I-1. Main vibrational modes and frequencies for

hydrogen bonded molecules

REGION DESCRIPTION

3500-2500 cm-1 X H Y X-H stretch

1700-1000 cm-1 X H Y X-H bend

900-300 cm-1 X H Y bent system

250-100 cm-1 X H.....Y H...Y stretch

below 200 cm-1 X H Y H...Y bend

The major spectral changes that occur when weak

and normal hydrogen bonds form are: (1) the X-H bending

frequency increases, (2) the X-H stretching frequency de-

creases, and (3) the width and band intensities of the

X-H stretching frequency increase [9]. Various papers

have dealt with the broadening of hydrogen bonded species

[10-12]. The general view is that the broad v(XH) infra-

red bands of hydrogen bonded systems owe much of their

contributions from combination bands of the type v(XH)

+/- nv(XH...Y).
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I.0 Review of Previous HCN and DCN Studies

HCN and DCN clusters have been studied previously

using various experimental techniques: calorimetric and

vapor density methods, gas phase infrared spectroscopy,

matrix isolation IR spectroscopy, and microwave spectro-

scopy. The results of these methods will be summarized

here.

I.C.l Calorimetric and vapor density measurements

on HCN

Giauque and Ruehrwein [13] performed low temperature

calorimetric measurements on solid and liquid hydrogen

cyanide. In their paper they report both entropy and

enthalpy data for the HCN dimer and trimer. These values

are:

S = -16.5 cal/deg mole (DIMER)

S = -38.0 cal/deg mole (TRIMER)

= -3280 cal/mole (DIMER)

H = -8720 cal/mole (TRIMER)

Using this data, Giauque and Ruehrwein calculated the

fraction of various polymers at 298 K and one atmosphere

of HCN pressure. The results of this calculation are
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shown in table 1-2.

Table 1-2. Fraction of various HCN polymers at 1

atmosphere and 298 K.

Species Fraction

monomer .8662

dimer .0988

trimer .0268

tetramer .0064

pentamer .0015

hexamer .0003

heptamer .00004

The fraction of dimer is in good agreement with another

calculation done by Curtiss and Hirschfelder [14]. They

calculate a dimer/monomer ratio of 0.088 under the same

conditions from a combination of vapor-pressure and heat

of vaporization data using the Clausius-Clapeyron

equation.
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I.C.2 Microwave Studies of HCN and DCN

In recent years, much rotational data on hydrogen

bonding systems has come from microwave spectroscopic

studies. Several investigations have been done on HCN/DCN

and various isotopes of the two. Legon, Millen and

Mjoberg [15] reported a low resolution investigation in

1977 of the HCN dimer, and in 1980, L.W. Buxton, E.J.

Campbell and W.H. Flygare [16] performed a high reso-

lution study using a new pulsed Fourier transform tech-

nique. Various isotopic studies have been performed by

E.J. Campbell and S.G. Kukolich [17], R.D. Brown et al.

[18], and A.J. Fillery-Travis, A.C. Legon and L.C.

Willoughby [19].

Legon, Millen and Mjoberg examined three isotopic

species: HC14N...HC14N, HC15N...HC15N and

DCN...DCN. They report a linear structure and rotational

constants, Bo, for the three species as 1788.09, 1723.85

and 1698.37 MHz respectively.

Buxton et al. used a Fabry-Perot pulsed Fourier trans-

form microwave instrument. They generated dimers with a

pulsed supersonic nozzle expansion of a gas mixture of

HCN and Ar and studied the rotational spectra for four

isotopic species of the linear HCN dimer in the ground

vibrational state.



The spectroscopic constants are:

Isotope Bo (MHz)

HC14N...HC14N

HC14N...HC15N

HC15N...HC14N

HC15N...HC15N

1745.80973

1700.30190

1729.92082

1684.28825

11

The rotational constants for the 14N...14N and

15N...15N species differ considerably from those

reported by Legon, Millen and Mjoberg. Buxton et al.

attribute this to the fact that the Legon group used a

conventional waveguide apparatus operating at 190-200 K.

They believe that Legon et al. assignments refer to a

vibrationally excited state rather than the ground state.

The Buxton group predicts gas temperatures in the 1-10 K

range for their experiments.

Campbell and Kukolich reported the electric dipole

moment for "two weakly bound molecular complexes,

(HC15N)2 and HC15NH35C1". The experimental tech-

nique was a pulsed Fourier transform instrument carried

out in a Fabry-Perot cavity. They report a dipole moment

of 6.552 Debye for (HC15N)2 and 4.817 Debye for

HC15N...H35CL. Both measurements refer to the ground

vibrational state. For the HCN calculations performed in
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this research effort, the data given by Buxton [17] were

used : R(C-H) = 1.0637 A, R(C=N) = 1.1563 A, R(H...N) =

2.223 A, Bo = 0.05823 cm-1 and a dipole moment of 6.522

Debye.

Though the microwave data have proven very useful

and have cirumvented some of the problems encountered in

the other techniques, it still only provides a limited

amount of information on the very important vibrational

characteristics of these hydrogen bonded molecules. If

the potential energy well of these systems is to be

completely understood, gas phase vibrational data of

these clusters are necessary.

I.C.3 Infrared Spectroscopic Studies of HCN and DCN

The first infrared evidence for dimer formation in

HCN gas was found by Hyde and Hornig [20] in 1952. They

obtained spectra in the vicinity of Vi, the CN stretch

for HCN at three different pressures. They saw three

peaks with the high frequency peak being most intense at

low pressures and the central peak most intense at high

pressures. The relative heights of the three peaks were

plotted versus the sample pressure and its square. They

found that the intensity of the highest frequency peak

2110 cm-1) varied directly with pressure, and the inten-
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sity of the other two peaks depended upon the square of

the pressure. The frequencies of the two pressure squared

dependent peaks were given as 2087 and 2096 cm-1.

They concluded that the peak at 2110 cm-1 was the

Q-branch of the second overtone 3V2 of the monomer

bending vibration and that the 2087 and 2096 cm-1 peaks

were the P and R branches of the HCN dimer. Later, Dagg

and Thompson [21] also studied these two broad features

and agreed that these two peaks are the P and R branches

of an unresolved band centered at 2093 cm-1.

In a higher resolution study, Jones, Seel and

Sheppard [22] reported that a study of hydrogen cyanide

in a one meter path cell revealed only one band at 2095

cm-1, not attributable to the monomer. The band which was

pressure dependent had a doublet structure with a P-R

separation of 9.2 cm-1. The rotational constant, B, was

found to be 0.057 cm-1. They also examined the higher

frequency CH region and speculated that hydrogen bonding

displaces the H-C stretching frequency less than the

amount of 160 cm-1 which they observed in H3N...HCN. As

a result both V(C-H) bands of the dimer were obscured by

the rotational contour of the monomer and were not

detected.
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Finally, Mettee [23] recently measured the temperature

dependence of the V1 band of HCN using a 10 cm path

length cell at an HCN pressure of 700 torr. The temper-

ature range was 25 to 85 degrees Celsius. He reported the

monomer R branch frequency to be 2115 cm-1, the monomer P

branch to be 2107 cm-1 and the dimer P and R branch freq-

uencies to be 2089 and 2100 cm -1, respectively. The cen-

tral minima were located at 2111 and 2095 cm-1 for V1

of the monomer and dimer, respectively. Though Mettee was

correct in the obsevation of the V1 dimer his assign-

ment of the V1 monomer and dimer frequencies are incor-

rect. What he labels as the V1 monomer is actually the

overtone of the V2 bending mode (3V2). The assign-

ments of these features will be discussed in depth in

chapter four. One of the main reasons it is difficult to

assign some of these features is because of the broad

rotational structure associated with the monomer. This

problem with rotational structure can be eliminated with

the technique of matrix isolation spectrsocopy.

I.C.4. Infrared Matrix Isolation Studies of HCN and DCN

There have been several matrix isolation investi-

gations of HCN/DCN published in the literature. In 1967

King and Nixon [24] examined HCN and DCN and their

results are summarized in tables 1-3 and 1-4.
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Table 1-3. Summary of matrix isolation data for HCN

Shift From Gas Phase Monomer

Mode Ar N2 CO Identification

vCH

-8.1

-10.1

-109.4

-15.4

Monomer (gas) =

Crystalline =

-23.5

-29.4

-106.5

-41.1

3314.4 cm-1

3132.0 cm-1

-50.3

-67.4

-84.4

-84.4

Monomer

Dimer

Dimer

Polymer

Monomer (gas) = 2096.8 cm-1

Crystalline = 2100.2 cm-1

-3.4 +0.5 +7.2 Monomer

VCN +17.6 +14.1 +15.2 Dimer

-6.4 -3.9 -8.8 Dimer

+8.6 Polymer

Monomer (gas) = 712.1 cm-1

Crystalline = 825.5 cm-1

+8.1 +33.5 +49.2 Monomer

SCH +85.2 +86.9 +90.9 Dimer

+70.3 +45.5 +66.5 Dimer

+23.4 Polymer
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Table 1-4 Summary of matrix isolation data for DCN

Shift From Gas Monomer

Mode

VCD

N2

-12.5

-14.3

-55.9

Monomer

Ar

(gas) =

+1.0

-3.6

-56.4

2630.3

Identification

cm-1

Monomer

Dimer

Dimer

Monomer (gas) = 1925.3 cm-1

Crystalline = 1887.8 cm-1

-4.7 -2.6 Monomer

VCN +1.7 +10.1 Dimer

-26.9 -25.3 Dimer

-4.7 -2.6 Polymer

Monomer (gas) = 569.1 cm -i

+24.9 +2.9 Monomer

8CD +60.4 +52.9 Dimer

+33.9 +10.4 Dimer
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The other relevant matrix isolation study was per-

formed by Pacansky [25], who produced HCN dimer in an

argon matrix by the photochemical decomposition of

tetrazine:

H

N N
I II > 2HCN + N2
N N

H

This method has the virtue of reducing the amount of

higher polymers. For the V3 CH region, Pacansky re-

ported a band at 3306 cm-1 which he assigns to the

stretching motion of the CH bond not involved in the

hydrogen bond. Another band is reported at 3213 cm-1 and

was assigned to the hydrogen bonded CH stretching freq-

uency. This latter band also showed a large increase in

integrated intensity and band width which would agree

with the theoretical predictions of Spencer [26].

hv

For the V2 bending mode, Pacansky reports two bands

at 793 and 731 cm-1. These are assigned to the hydrogen

and non-hydrogen bonded bond angle deformations of the

dimer. In this case, as before, the hydrogen bonded fea-

ture was much broader than that of the non-hydrogen

bonded one.
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For the V1 CN stretching region, Pacansky reports

dimer frequencies at 2112 and 2093 cm-1. He assigns the

former to the CN stretch not involved in hydrogen bonding

and the latter is assigned to the bonded CN stretch. He

also noted a band at 2102 cm-1 which he attributed to a

higher order aggregate.

As table 1-5 shows, the agreement of the HCN dimer

frequencies between the two Ar matrix isolation studies

of King et al. is only fair and indicates that the method

of preparation and perhaps matrix site effects may be

important.

Table 1-5. Comparison of King's and Pacansky's Ar matrix

isolation studies of HCN.

King and Nixon Pacansky

UCH 3301.3 3306

3202.0 3213

VCN 2114.4 2112

2090.4 2093

S CH 797.3 793

732.2 731
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The large matrix shifts and variations between the

different matrices (tables 1-3,4) are also of concern if

one wishes to isolate the changes that are attributable

only to the hydrogen bond formation.

I.D. Scope of the Present Effort

Though HCN has been a popular molecule for examining

hydrogen bonded systems, very little information has been

obtained concerning the vibrational modes of these clus-

ters in the gas phase. As shown section I.C.4., data

obtained between the different matrix isolation exper-

iments are not in very good agreement. The other methods,

microwave and infrared, have yielded some useful infor-

mation but not the extensive vibrational data needed to

characterize the potential energy surface of these

hydrogen bonded systems. The work that has led to this

thesis was undertaken to fill in the vibrational gaps

created by the above experiments. Three techniques were

chosen to achieve this objective: photoacoustic Raman

spectroscopy, coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy and

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The first two

methods have never been used for this type of work

before. The PARS experiments were performed on static

samples whereas the CARS experiments probed HCN and DCN
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under free jet expansion conditions. Finally, the IR

experiments were used to complement and contrast the

coherent Raman results. This research effort had four

major goals in the beginning: (1) detect cluster for-

mation under static conditions using the photoacoustic

Raman technique (2) find and understand a technique to

generate clusters in a molecular free jet expansion; (3)

find a method of favoring dimer formation with respect to

polymer formation within these expansions; and (4) obtain

vibrational frequencies for these molecules in the gas

phase.
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CHAPTER II

Experimental Aspects

II.A.1 General Features of Coherent Raman

Spectroscopy CARS

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is a

four wave process in which three incident waves of freq-

uency Wo, W1, and W2 are mixed by a sample, and a

fourth wave of frequency W3 = Wo W1 W2 is

produced. The theoretical basis for signal generation in

this process have been covered in a number of review

articles [27-30] and only the basic features will be

presented here. Figure II.1 below illustrates the energy

levels for the CARS mixing scheme.

CO3

V=1

V=0

Figure II.1 Schematic of the energy levels for the CARS

mixing process.
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Usually Wo is chosen equal to W1 for experi-

mental convenience. As W2 is varied, the intensity of

the W3 beam is found to be greatly enhanced when the

difference W1 W2 corresponds to an allowed Raman

active transition. Plotting the W3 intensity as a func-

tion of W1 - W2 provides a vibration-rotation spec-

trum of the sample. The vibrational and rotational selec-

tion rules for the CARS process are the same as for Raman

spectroscopy i.e., QV = + / -1, ZIJ = 0,+/-2. However, the

intensity of the CARS signal is usually much greater than

in a normal Raman experiment. An approximate expression

for the power of the scattered CARS signal at the maximum

of the v = 0 --> 1 transition is given by the following

equation [31] :

2p (8 ncw1to3) N A du)
F

p2 F
to4 clf22

(1)

Here N is the number density of the sample, A in-

cludes population differences and the linestrength

factors, doldS2 is the spontaneous Raman scattering

cross-section, F is the corresponding Raman linewidth,

and P1 and P2 are the total powers of the incident

focused, W1 and W2 beams.
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Although the Raman scattering cross-sections are

not large and the molecular number densities are low for

gases, the product of P1 and P2 in equation (1) can be

made very large with tightly focused, pulsed lasers and

the resulting CARS signal is usually easily detected.

The peak Raman intensity for a transition is

proportional to Nv"J", the number density in the lower

vibrational-rotational state. On the other hand, the peak

CARS intensity is proportional to ( Nv"J" Nv'J')2.

Nibler and co-workers [32] have shown that one way to

enhance the CARS intensity is to cool the sample in a

free jet expansion so as to increase the population

density in the low J" states. The free jet expansion

causes the rotational envelope of the Q-branch to shrink

thereby producing a larger peak intensity. A more

detailed discussion of the free jet expansion technique

is given in section II.C.

II.A.2. General Features of Coherent Raman

Spectroscopy PARS

In spontaneous Raman spectroscopy a molecule is

elevated from one state labeled la> to an excited virtual
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state by a laser photon. This laser is usually refered to

as the pump beam and is labeled Wl. Simultaneously, a

photon W2, is scattered to leave the molecule in its

new state labeled Ib >. This scattered photon is either at

a lower frequency, the same frequency or a higher freq-

uency than the pump beam. These three possible cases are

refered to as Stokes, Rayleigh and anti-Stokes scattering

respectively. Figure 11.2 shows a schematic representa-

tion of spontaneous Raman scattering.

A

t° 3

A

(A) W

A

V

V

anti-Stokes Rayleigh

Figure 11.2 Spontaneous Raman scattering

Stokes

When a sample is illuminated by two coincident

laser beams, coherent interactions can take place to

increase the population of an excited energy level. The
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necessary conditions are (1) the transition involving thegiven energy levels must be Raman active and (2) the freq-uency difference of the incident laser beams must be
adjusted to equal the frequency of the transition. Theenhanced population of the upper energy level is accomp-lished by the mechanism of coherent Raman amplification.This is a nonlinear optical process in which energy toexcite the molecules is extracted from the radiation
fields of the laser.

Subsequently, the excited moleculesrelax through collisions and a pressure wave is generatedwhich can be detected by a sensitive
microphone [33]. Amore detailed discussion of photoacoustic Raman spectros-

copy (PARS) is given by Barret [34]. A schematic represen
tation of the photoacoustic Raman process, showing the
attenuation of W1, the corresponding gain in W2, and
the generated acoustic wave is shown below in figure
11.3.

SAMPLE CELL

I
j SIGNAL PROCESSING

Figure 11.3 Schematic of PARS process
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The photoacoustic cell used in this experiment was

designed and built by Lundeen et al. [35]. A drawing of

the cell is shown in figure 11.4. The cell was made by

boring out the center of a round aluminum bar with a

tapered cut to minimize the volume of gas around the

microphone. The cell was anodized black and the ends were

milled to Brewster's angle to cut down on multiple reflec-

tions of the scattered light.

Ring Microphone Window

Figure 11.4 Photoacoustic cell used in the PARS

experiments

The optical arrangement for the PARS and CARS

experiments was exactly the same up to the sample cell.

The difference between the two methods is in the detec-

tion scheme. The laser system for the coherent Raman

techniques and the detection methods are discussed below.
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II.B Coherent Raman Laser and Detection System

- A schematic of the coherent Raman experiment is shown

in figure 11.5.

Figure 11.5 Coherent Raman optical layout

The primary source for the HCN/DCN coherent Raman

experiments was a Nd:YAG Q-switched laser ( Quanta-Ray

DCR-1A ) with two intercavity etalons and a line-nar-

rowing device ( Quanta-Ray ELN 1 ). At 10 Hz, the YAG

laser provides 1064 nm pulses of approximately 0.02 cm-1

width, 10 nanosecond duration and an energy of 300-600

mJ. After generating the second harmonic with a type II
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KD*P crystal, a prism separates the two beams. The

remaining 1064 nm beam is again doubled and passed

through an external 1 cm-1 etalon to serve as a monitor

of any mode hopping within the YAG.

The 532 nm beam (W1) from the YAG is passed

through a dichroic mirror which splits off one third of

the beam to pump a pulsed dye laser system ( Quanta-Ray

PDL-1 ). The output of this dye laser (W2) goes through

a rhombic prism to orient its polarization with that of

the W1 beam. The W2 beam is then expanded with a

telescope and focused with a 300 mm lens. The remaining

two thirds of the 532 nm beam was also expanded and

brought to a common focus with the W2 beam.

For the CARS experiments, W1 and W2 were

spatially separated and focused with a crossing angle of

approximately one degree at the jet position. This cros-

sing greatly reduced the nonresonant contributions from

the input lens (300 mm fl) and windows. The expansion

chamber consisted of a 100 mm cubical block with nozzle

and pumpout ports and two cylindrical extensions (250 mm)

used to reduce laser power densities at the windows. The

latter were colored glass filters which served to further

discriminate against nonresonant signals. W1 and W2

energies at the sample were typically between 15-30 mJ
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per pulse respectively. After the cell, the beams were

recollimated and the CARS signal was isolated with a

dichroic mirror and one or more optical glass filters. It

was then sent into a 0.3 m McPherson monochromator for

final rejection of the 532 light. The signal was detected

with an RCA 31032 photomultiplier and the output was

amplified 10 times with a Comlinear Corp. CLC 100 video

amplifier.

For the PARS measurements, the pump and Stokes

beams were focused colinearly into a photoacoustic cell

with a 300 mm fl lens. Energies at the sample were

approximately 10 mJ per pulse in both beams except at

higher sample pressures (>300 torr) where these were

reduced to avoid dielectric breakdown. The acoustic

signal was detected by a Knowles model BT-1759 microphone

mounted flush with the inner surface at the cell center.

The signal output was filtered (3dB points at 3K and

30KHz) and amplified 500-5000 times by an Ithaco Model

2101 preamplifier.

After initial preamplification, the data col-

lection and signal processing were the same in the PARS

and CARS experiments. The respective signals were fil-

tered, time-gated, and further amplified by a Stanford

Research Model SR-250 gated integrator. The output was
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then digitized, averaged for 10-50 shots, and stored on a

DEC Micro-11 computer.

For the coherent Raman experiments the sample was

either scanned over a narrow wavenumber range at high

resolution or over a wider wavenumber range at reduced

resolution. The high resolution (0.07 cm-1 ) experiments

were achieved by varying the pressure within the PDL-1

dye laser cavity which was under complete computer con-

trol. The computer would scan the dye laser by varying

the pressure within the cavity and record the spectrum by

reading the analog output from the boxcar integrator. The

reduced resolution long scan range experiments were also

under computer control. In this case, the pressure in the

dye laser cavity was fixed and the dye laser grating was

scanned with a stepper motor. The signal was obtained in

the same fashion as above. The scanning hardware and

software were developed as part of this research effort

and are documented in the appendix of this thesis.
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II.0 Free Jet Expansion System

As a result of cooling, the large relative concen-

trations of complexes and the low collision frequencies

found in a free jet, such experiments are very attractive

for high resolution spectroscopic measurements. A mol-

ecular beam source typically consists of a high-pressure

gas reservoir, an orifice in the reservoir to allow the

escape of gas, various collimating apertures to shape the

downstream flow pattern in some desired manner and

adequate pumping capacity to maintain low downstream

pressure. If the collimating apertures are absent and

there in no attempt to control the downstream flow

pattern, a supersonic source is called a free jet [36].

In a supersonic free jet expansion, the trans-

lational temperature is measured by the width of the

velocity distribution centered about the flow velocity:

the temperature is lowered as an increasing number of

molecules move at the same velocity [37]. As shown by

figure 11.6, the translational temperature decreases

substantially as one moves out into the jet. The rota-

tional, and to a lesser extent the vibrational, temp-

erature of a molecule is reduced as collisions occur in

the the expanding and cooling jet.
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Figure 11.6 Translational temperature as a function of
jet position for a diatomic gas.

In the CARS experiments, a pulsed nozzle was used

to generate the free jet expansion. A pulsed nozzle was

employed because this reduces the pumping speed needed to

maintain the low fore-pressure required for a free jet

expansion. Also, there is the added advantage that the

sample is conserved to a much greater extent than if the

experiments were run in a continuous mode. The pulsed

nozzle used for these cluster experiments was a modified

BMW fuel injector valve. Initially, a fast piezoelectric

crystal valve built by George Pubanz was utilized.

However, it was found that HCN attacked the adhesive used

to attach a sealing plunger to the crystal.
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The fuel injector valve (Robert Bosch GMBH, D-7000

Stuttgart, Germany) was modified in the following manner.

The plunger, which comes with a small metal spike, was

ground down to a position just above the sealing point.

Next an approximately .25 mm thick shim was hard soldered

to the tip of the nozzle and the orifice was drilled to

give a hole 130 microns in diameter. This orifice size

was used for the majority of the experiments although a

few experiments were performed using orifice sizes of 100

and 250 microns. Finally, a 1/4 inch stainless steel tube

was glued to the back side of the valve to serve as the

inlet gas port. A schematic of the nozzle assembly is

shown in figure 11.7.

To drive the nozzle, a circuit was constructed

that would trigger on a TTL signal (delivered from a

Hewlett Packard pulse generator) and send out a high

voltage ( 50v) square pulse to open the nozzle. There was

an approximately 300 ms delay from the time of the pulse

until the nozzle was open. The circuit was designed so

that it could run in either pulsed or continuous mode. A

schematic of the pulsed nozzle circuit is shown is figure

11.8.
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II.D Experimental Aspects of Infrared Spectroscopy

The infrared experiments with HCN and DCN were

performed on a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectro-

meter ( Mattson Sirius 100 ). The FTIR spectrometer has a

quoted resolution of 0.12 cm-1 and can cover a spectral

range of 4800 cm-1 to 400 cm-1. The beamsplitter is a

multi-layer coated KBr crystal that covers a spectral

range of 5000-400 wavenumbers. The spectrometer uses a

water cooled silicon carbide glower and a triglycine

sulfate (TGS) detector.

Most of the FTIR experiments were performed at 1/4

wavenumber resolution. The number of scans for each spec-

trum was usually between 25 and 50, however, some high

resolution experiments of 2000 scans and approximately

1/8 wavenumber resolution were recorded. The HCN and DCN

experiments consisted of varying the pressure or temper-

ature of an HCN or DCN sample and combing the spectra for

new features which might be attributable to dimer or poly-

mer formation. Though these types of experiments have

been done with the HCN V1 mode before, the hope was

that the high instrument sensitivity might enable the

location of the dimer frequencies and possibly the

intermolecular low frequency mode itself.
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The static experiments were conducted by taking a

series of spectra at different pressures in a 10 cm cell,

a two cm cell and a 1 cm cell. The 10 and 2 cm cells were

made of glass with NaC1 windows. The 1 cm cell was made

of copper and also had NaC1 windows. The pressures ranged

from 50 to 650 torr. The temperature experiments con-

sisted of warming a 10 cm cell with heating tape at

several temperatures. The results of these experiments

are discussed in chapter IV.

II.E HCN and DCN Sample Preparation

A schematic of the HCN/DCN synthesis apparatus is

shown in figure 11.9. The HCN was generated by placing

approximately 100 grams of NaCN in a round bottom

reaction vessel with 50 ml of water. Next, a 150 percent

excess of sulfuric acid was placed in the dropping funnel

and the system was evacuated with the valve before the

storage vessel closed. Sulfuric acid was then slowly

dropped into the reaction vessel producing both HCN gas

and water vapor. Though the water vapor is an undesirable

byproduct, it is needed to cool the reaction while also

producing a more uniform mixture.
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Some of the water vapor was condensed with the

reflux column shown in figure 11.9. The HCN gas was

allowed to pass through a drying tube with P2O5 and

was frozen out in a liquid nitrogen cold trap. Sulfuric

acid was added at a rate to maintain a system pressure of

approximately 300 torr and under these conditions, the

reaction took about one hour to go to completion. The

liquid nitrogen was then removed from the first cold trap

and the HCN was passed through a second drying tube into

a storage vessel cooled to 77 K. After transfer, the

valves leading to and from the storage container were

closed and the vessel containing the HCN was removed from

the system.

The DCN was produced by dropping concentrated

deuterated sulfuric acid (98%) into a solution of NaCN

and 99.7% deuterium oxide. The DCN was dried in the same

manner as the HCN. A spontaneous Raman spectrum was taken

of the DCN sample and it was found to be approximately

93% pure.



CHAPTER III

Study of HCN and DCN Clusters Using

Coherent Raman Techniques

III. Introduction

40

In chapter I the problems associated with con-

ventional spectroscopic methods (gas phase infrared,

matrix isolation, and microwave) were discussed. Although

coherent Raman techniques had not been used previously

for hydrogen bonding research, this thesis work was under-

taken with the belief that these would be viable and use-

ful alternatives. In this chapter the results of these

coherent Raman spectroscopic studies on HCN and DCN are

presented.

III.A.l. Photoacoustic Raman results for V1 HCN

region

As stated earlier, it has been calculated that

3-5% dimer exists in a 600 torr static sample of HCN.

This relatively large cluster presence at higher pres-

sures led us to investigate static samples of HCN and DCN

using photoacoustic Raman spectroscopy (PARS).
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The first such experiments were in the V1 CN

stretch region of HCN. Figure III.1 shows a series of

PARS spectra with cell pressures ranging from 50 to 600

torr. It should be noted that the wings have been

magnified by several orders of magnitude and that the 0

and S branches are easily seen to the left and right of

the monomer, respectively.

As the HCN pressure was increased within the PARS

cell, a weak broad band began to appear on the high freq-

uency side of the monomer. This band, which becomes

visible at 200 torr and grows substantially with

pressure, is attributed to a superposition of dimer and

trimer transitions. The intensity of these cluster

transitions is determined by both the concentration and

relative Raman cross-sections of these molecules. Since

the amounts of dimer and trimer are known as a function

of pressure, the PARS results provide a means of

calculating these aggregate cross-sections. This

calculation was performed in the following manner:

From Giauque's work [35] expressions for the frac-

tion of dimer(A) and trimer(B) were generated. These

expressions are:
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Figure III.1 PARS spectra of HCN V1 region at several different
static pressures.
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The dimer and trimer equilibrium constants were also

obtained from Giauque:

LOG KD = ( 717/T ) 3.616 (3)

LOG KT = ( 1905/T ) - 8.320 (4)

With these expressions, the equilibrium constants for the

experimental conditions (T = 293 K) were calculated and

the fraction of dimer, A, was determined from equation

(1). Once a value for A was obtained, the fraction of

trimer, B, could be solved for iteratively. Having numer-

ical values for both A and B, the partial pressures of

both the dimer and trimer were determined from the fol-

lowing equations:

PD = ( A/2 )Po (5)

PT = ( B/3 )Po (6)
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The experimental observable from the HCN PARS re-

sults was the signal intensity. In order to fit the dimer

and trimer cross-sections to this observable, the fol-

lowing relationship was used:

Sd + St

Sm

CrD

QM
(Pd/Pm) +

PM
(Pt/Pm) (7)

Cf

Here Sd, St and Sm are the integrated areas of the dimer,

trimer and monomer peaks from the PARS experiments and

Pd, Pt and Pm are the partial pressures of dimer, trimer

and monomer respectively. Finally,Um (Tta and UT are

the monomer, dimer and trimer Raman cross-sections. To

solve this equation, both sides were multiplied by

(Pm/Pd) which puts equation (7) into a linear form. A

least squares analysis was then performed and UT was

obtained from the slope while (TD was given by the

Y-intercept. Using the methods outline above, the rel-

ative dimer/monomer and trimer/monomer cross-sections

were found to be .485 +/-.066 and 3.20 +/-.68 respec-

tively.

Figure 111.2 shows the ratio of dimer + trimer to

monomer area versus pressure from the HCN PARS data and

the fit provided by the above analysis. If no trimer was
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Figure 111.2 Ratio of multimer/monomer areas vs pressure for
HCN V1 results.
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observable i.e., (TT = 0, figure 111.2 would be linear

which it clearly is not. Thus, it is evident that trimer

is present at higher pressures and appears from the above

calculations to have a significantly greater crosssection

than the dimer.

111.A.2. PARS results for other HCN and DCN regions

The growth with pressure of dimer and trimer con-

centrations is very evident in the V1 HCN region and

hence, PARS experiments were performed in the CN stretch-

ing region for DCN and also in the CH and CD stretching

regions. Figure 111.3 shows a PARS pressure series for

the V1 DCN region. Disappointingly, no features attrib-

utable to dimer formation were discovered as the DCN

pressure was increased.

Figure 111.4 shows PARS spectra taken in the V3

CH stretching region of HCN. Again no signs of aggre-

gation bands were found. However, an interesting struc-

tured band did appear between 3200 and 3300 wavenumbers

which grew linearly with pressure. This feature was at

first puzzling until it was eventually realized that it

was not due to a Raman transition but rather to a direct

overtone absorption of the dye laser beam. Figure 111.5

is a spectrum of this region with only the dye laser in
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Figure 111.3 PARS spectra of DCN V1 region at several different
static pressures.
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operation and calculations using known HCN constants

confirm that this absorption is the 5th overtone of the

CH stretching mode.

Finally, figure 111.6 shows a spectrum of the CD

stretching region. Here too, no dimer bands could be dis-

cerned, perhaps in part because even the monomer signal

was extremely weak for the CD stretching mode. The ratio

between the peak intensities of the Q and S branches was

about 5:1, much smaller that the corresponding ratio of

40:1 for HCN. The Raman spectrum of DCN in figure 111.6

is probably the best that has ever been recorded. This

spectrum and the one of the CH overtone are very good

demonstrations of the sensitivity of the PARS technique.

111.A.3. Conclusions

The spectra of figure 111.1 show some of the dif-

ficulties with using equilibrium samples in hydrogen

bonding studies. First, the mole fraction of dimer and

higher complexes is relatively small even at the sat-

uration pressure ( 650 torr). Second, since hydrogen

bonding molecules usually have large dipole moments (2.98

D in HCN), long range interactions are strong, as a

result collisional or pressure broadening of all

rotational lines is a severe problem at these high
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densities. For example, the monomer 0 and S branch lines

(Fig III.1) exhibit self pressure-broadening of 1.8

cm-1/atm, 10 times that for a nonpolar gas like N2.

The line broadening of the dimer, with a dipole moment of

6.5 D, and probably for the trimer will be even worse. As

a result, no rotational detail is resolved and separate

dimer and trimer bands are not distinguished. Thus, while

some useful information can be obtained from static

samples, it seemed clear that other probing techniques

would be desirable. The large relative concentrations of

complexes and low collision frequencies expected in a

free jet source make the latter sampling method espec-

ially attractive.

III.B. CARS Experimental Results

The free jet experiments were performed by expand-

ing HCN and DCN from a pulsed nozzle into a region of low

pressure. The cold low density jet was then examined

using the CARS technique as the probe. These experiments

had two purposes: first, to simplify the structure, and

second, to increase dimer and trimer formation.
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The free jet expansion process simplifies the

resulting spectra by depopulating the upper rotational

levels of the molecule. Figure 111.7 shows the rotational

cooling calculated for several HCN CARS spectra. These

spectra were generated from a computer program

(DIMER.FOR) that was also used to determine experimental

rotational temperatures in a trial and error fashion. As

shown by the temperature series in figure 111.7, the

Q-branch becomes much sharper as the rotational temp-

erature of the molecule is reduced. This reduction of

the rotational temperature also increases the peak inten-

sity by two orders of magnitude on going from Trot=300 K

to Trot=50 K. The main parameters that affect the degree

of rotational cooling are the diameter of the nozzle and

the distance one probes from the nozzle orifice. These

two variables are usually combined into a single para-

meter X/D, where X is the distance from the nozzle and D

is the nozzle diameter. For an isentropic expansion,

figure 111.8 shows the relationship between temperature

and number density as a function of X/D for a monatomic

(dashed) and and a diatomic (solid) gas.
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Figure 111.7 Effect of rotational cooling on calculated HCN
CARS spectra.
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Figure 111.8 Calculated temperature and density as a
function of X/D in a free jet for a mona-
tomic(dashed) and diatomic(solid) gas.

Figure 111.9 shows a series of experimental HCN

spectra generated by probing the jet at several different

centerline axial positions for a fixed nozzle diameter (D)

of 0.125 mm. Figure III.9a is a spectrum of HCN under

static (2 torr) conditions. Traces III.9c-d are for expan-

sions of 0.10 mm, 0.25 mm and 0.50 mm, respectively. This

series shows that as the probe position is moved further

out into the jet, the rotational temperature of the mole-

cule is reduced significantly (Trot = 100 K at X = 0.5 mm).

One problem with moving out into the jet, however, is the

dramatic reduction in concentration (figure 111.8).
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Figure 111.9 Experimental HCN CARS spectra at several probe
distances.
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This factor is particularly limiting since the CARS

signal is proportional to the square of the number den-

sity. Accordingly, the jet experiments were restricted to

X values of less than 1.0mm and for the majority of the

experiments were in the range of 0.10 - 0.25 mm.

Another means of decreasing the rotational temp-

erature is through the addition of a monatomic molecule

such as argon to the free jet expansion. The argon pro-

vides a "translational bath" which the solute molecules

can use as a sink for their rotational energy. Monatomic

molecules cool translationally much faster than poly-

atomics because they have no internal rotational or vibra-

tional energy to be lost. The consequence of added Ar in

reducing the rotational temperature of HCN are shown in

figure III.10. Figure III.10a is a spectrum of pure HCN

in the jet at X = 0.1mm while figures III.10b-d are 1:1,

2:1 and 4:1 Ar-HCN mixtures, respectively. Comparing

these spectra with the calculated spectra in figure 111.7

confirms that the addition of argon does indeed decrease

the HCN rotational temperature. Another benefical effect

of adding argon is the increased amount of multimer for-

mation. The formation of a dimer is the result of a three

body collision, in which the third body is needed to

carry off the excess energy of formation. Thus, with the

addition of argon, the number of three body collisions
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increases, resulting in a larger concentration of dimers

and higher polymers.

The first CARS experiments were in the V1 CN

stretching region of the spectrum and expansions of pure

HCN at its room temperature saturation pressure ( 650

torr) were studied. After moving around in the jet to

find the optimum position, a very weak band on the high

energy side of the monomer was discovered in the same

frequency region that was observed in the PARS exper-

iments.

Having found what was believed to be a band not

attributable to the monomer, the next step was to find

the experimental conditions that would maximize its

intensity. Though several methods were tried, the most

successful results came from adding a diluent monatomic

carrier gas. This diluent effect on cluster formation is

shown in figure III.11 in which a series progressing from

static conditions, to a pure HCN jet, to higher and

higher orders of argon dilution are displayed. Figure

III.11a shows the monomer at approximately 2096 cm-1 and

what we assign to the HCN dimer at 2105 cm-1. It should

be noted that the dimer feature is at a gain 100 times

that of the monomer, an expansion achieved by removing an

optical density filter after the sample cell. Figure
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III.11b is the spectrum of an equal mixture of argon and

HCN in the jet and comparison with figure III.11a shows

that the dimer band has broadened, with a shoulder

becoming evident on the low frequency side of the dimer.

This shoulder is attributed to trimeric (HCN)3 and this

trimer feature (2102.1 cm-1) becomes much more apparent

when the Ar-HCN ratio is increased to a 2:1 mixture as

shown in figure III.11c. As the dilution ratio was in-

creased even further (10:1), yet another feature (figure

III.11d) appeared. This new peak at 2098.4 cm-1 we assign

simply as HCN polymer since it seems likely that it

arises from several higher aggregates whose frequencies

are all near that of solid HCN ( 2099 cm-1).

Figure III.12a show corresponding spectra of pure

DCN in the jet. Notice that in this case, the dimer fea-

ture falls to the lower frequency side of the monomer.

Once again the dimer feature was very weak and was only

observable if the gain was increased by a factor of 100

with respect to the monomer. Figure III.12b is a spectrum

in which the Ar-DCN ratio was 1:1, and under these con-

ditions, trimer and polymer immediately begin to form and

overtake the dimer. Figures III.12c and III.12d are at

ratios of 2:1 and 4:1 Ar-DCN respectively and show, as

was the case with HCN, that the higher dilutions produced

polymer at the expense of monomer and dimer. From these
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CARS spectra, the following frequency assignments have

been made for the DCN V' region: monomer = 1925.2 cm-1,

dimer = 1900.3 cm-1. The trimer and polymer bands are not

resolved in the broad feature that appears at 1890.5

cm-1.

The dramatic growth of "polymer" bands with argon

dilution could also be due to HCN-argon aggregates and

not to HCN and DCN clusters. The formation of pure argon

clusters has been witnessed and studied by several re-

searchers [38-42]. At a source temperature of 298 K,

Godfried [43] looked at the Rayleigh scatter from argon

jets under several stagnation pressures at different X/D

positions. For these experiments a nozzle diameter of 125

microns was used which is very close to the nozzle dia-

meter employed in the CARS experiments (approximately 130

microns). Godfried found that at stagnation pressures

below 4 atmospheres there was no cluster formation for

any X/D value. For a stagnation pressure of 6 atmo-

spheres, clusters began to form at X/D = 3 and for a

stagnation pressure of 7.2 atmospheres, clusters began to

form at X/D = 2. Since all of the jet experiments were

performed with stagnation pressures less than 6 atmo-

spheres and with X/D values less than one no (Ar)n

aggregates are likely. The possibility of forming
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HCN...Ar clusters remained however and to test this,

experiments were performed using helium as the diluent.

Figure 111.13 shows three spectra that were taken

using helium as the driving gas. Figure III.13a is the

pure HCN jet, figure III.13b is a 2:1 He-HCN mixture and

figures III.13c and III.13d are 4:1 and 15:1 He-HCN mix-

tures, respectively. These results look exactly like

those for the experiments in which argon was used. There-

fore, it seems safe to conclude that the large new bands

that grow with increasing dilution ratio must be due to

HCN and DCN aggregates.

As an additional confirmation of the assignments

of dimer and polymer for DCN, the initial temperature of

the nozzle was varied. This was done by placing a small

heater around the tip of the pulsed nozzle. The heating

element was a copper clamping block attached to a small

resistance heater. A thermocouple to monitor the temp-

erature was fixed to the block and the whole assembly was

clamped tightly to the tip of the nozzle. The hypothesis

was that by heating the nozzle under conditions that had

previously given mostly polymer, one should produce more

and more dimer. This, in fact, was the case as is shown

by figures 111.14 and 111.15 which correspond to 2:1 and

4:1 He-DCN mixtures respectively. As indicated by these
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two figures, when the nozzle temperature is increased

from 22 C to 55 C to 100 C, the relative fraction of

dimer is increased at the expense of polymer.

One notable aspect of the HCN/DCN experiments was

the fact that for HCN, the dimer was on the high freq-

uency side of the monomer and for DCN, the dimer was on

the low frequency side. It is believed that this results

from the greater amount of mixing between the C-D mode

and the C-N mode in DCN compared to the CH and CN modes

in HCN. The V1 CN stretch in DCN is at 1925.23 cm-1 and

the V3 CD stretch is at 2630.23 cm-1 while for HCN:

V1 is at 2096.85 cm-1 and V3 is at 3311.48 cm-1 [44].

The difference between the two modes in HCN is 1214 cm-1

whereas the difference in DCN is only 705 cm-1. Thus, the

normal coordinate mixing in the two complexes is quite

different and it is not surprising that the dimer occurs

at different relative positions for the two molecules.

After studying the CN stretching regions for both

HCN and DCN, the CH and CD regions were examined. Figure

III.16a is a spectrum of the CH stretch for a pure HCN

jet and a broad feature is apparent at about 3149 cm-1

which we have assigned to the HCN dimer. Figures

III.16b-d show this region at dilutions of 2:1, 4:1, and

8:1 He-HCN, respectively. As was found to be the case in
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the study of the CN region, the dimer grows with increas-

ing dilution ratio. However, in the CH study the dimer,

trimer and polymer bands could not be separated because

of the breadth of these features in this region.

The V3 CH band of the dimer has a full width at

half height (fwhh) of approximately 60 cm-1 compared to

2.5 cm-1 for the dimer in the V1 region. This broad

structure for hydrogen bonded features in the CH stretch-

ing region has received some attention in the literature.

Millen [45] gives several reasons which may lead to broad-

ening in the spectra of hydrogen bonded systems. These

include:

(1) The presence in the system of dimers and multimers

with overlapping bands.

(2) Vibrational predissociation.

(3) Fermi resonance intensification and frequency

shifts of combination bands in the neighborhood

of the fundamental.

(4) The occurence of hot bands and sum and difference

bands between the fundamental and the low frequency

modes.

These mechanisms all may play an important role in the CH
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broadening that is observed but they will be less impor-

tant for the CN stretching mode.

The same experiments that were done in the CH

region for HCN were undertaken for the CD stretching

region of DCN. The CD monomer band, as was the case in

the PARS experiments, was found to be extremely weak in

intensity. This very small Raman intensity has also been

noted by Bendtsen and Edwards in their spontaneous

studies of HCN/DCN and they estimate that the DCN

cross-section is 1/50th that of HCN [44]. Because the

CARS DCN signal scales as (1/50)2,there was no hope of

seeing dimer or polymer in this region.

The HCN and DCN CARS results are summarized in table

Table III-1. Summary of HCN and DCN CARS experiments

HCN DCN
Freq (fwhh) Freq (fwhh) Identification
2096.8 1925.2 MONOMER
2104.6 (2.6) 1900.3 (11) DIMER
2102.1 (2.6) 1891.5 (7.9) TRIMER
2098.6 (2.8) 1891.5 POLYMER

3311.5 MONOMER
3148. (60) DIMER

To confirm and complement the coherent Raman

results, both HCN and DCN were studied using Fourier

transform infrared spectroscopy. The results of these

experiments are presented in the following chapter.



CHAPTER IV

Study of HCN AND DCN Clusters Using

Infrared Spectroscopy

IV. Introduction

71

The infrared spectra of static HCN and DCN samples

were examined in an attempt to produce information comp-

lementary to that obtained in the Raman studies. Although

experiments have been done on these molecules in the in-

frared before, the information obtained from these

studies is incomplete. The goal in the early phases of

the IR experiments was to locate the V2 and V3 dimer

bands. The monomer V2 and V3 absorptions are intense

in the infrared and in order to examine these regions

under high pressures, several IR cells were built which

had very short path lengths (0.3-2 cm). Unfortunately,

with the exception of the V1 band of HCN, the broad and

intense monomer absorptions made it impossible to discern

any dimer features in these spectra. The infrared effort

therefore concentrated on the HCN V1 stretch located at

2096.8 cm-1.
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IV.A. Examination of HCN IR spectrum

Figure IV.1 shows an infrared survey spectrum of HCN

at 100 torr. One of the striking features of the HCN

spectrum is how small the V1 CN stretch (2096 cm-1)

intensity is compared to the V3 CH stretch (3300 cm-1)

and the V2 CH bend (750 cm-1). It is this anomalously

low intensity, due to a fortuitous cancellation of bond

dipole derivatives [46], which makes the observation of

complexes in the V1 region possible.

Figure IV.2 shows the HCN V1 region on an

expanded scale. The spectrum was recorded at low pressure

(50 torr) so that the main features are due to monomer

absorptions. In addition to V1, the third harmonic of

V2 (3V2) also appears in this spectral region, giving

rise to the Q-branch at 2114 cm-1. The absorption

features in this region are best understood with recourse

to the calculated spectra for the monomer V1 and 3V2

bands shown in figure IV.3. Figures IV.3a and b show V1

and 3V2 individually while IV.3c shows a weighted super-

position of the two. The one feature that is not shown by

the calculated spectra is the small double hump that

appears between 2085 and 2105 cm-1 in the experimental

spectrum (figure IV.2). This feature has been previously

observed and assigned to V1 of the HCN dimer [20].

Dramatic evidence for the assignment of this band to HCN
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complexes is provided by its pressure dependence shown in

figure IV.4. The specific assignment of HCN dimer is only

partially correct, however. As was the case with the

static PARS measurements, HCN trimer is also responsible

for part of the V1 band here. This can be seen from the

changing relative heights of the two band components of

the complex feature with increasing pressure. Further

evidence for the presence of aggregate is also obtained

from the intensity of this feature which was found to

vary more rapidly than the quadratic dependence expected

for dimer only.

IV.B. Manipulation of experimental HCN spectra

In order to obtain a better understanding of the

dimer and trimer features, it was useful to try and re-

move the interfering bands of the V1 and 3V2 absorp-

tions of the monomer. Two methods for achieving this end

were attempted. Initially, a computer program was written

(SUBCON.FOR listed in appendix B) which would subtract

spectra calculated for the monomer V1 and 3V2 bands

from the experimental spectra. Since the experimental

spectra are pressure broadened, the computer program had

the ability to convolute the calculated spectra in order

to obtain a better match. Unfortunately, the monomer sub-

tractions obtained with this method did not meet expecta
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tions. The problem was that the pattern of experimental

intensities of the monomer V1 and 3V2 transitions do

not correspond well with linestrengths expected from the

usual first order theoretical treatments [47]. This line-

strength anomaly in HCN has been discussed in the liter-

ature [48]. Because there was no easy analytical way to

calculate linestrengths more accuratly, a different com-

puter program that would subtract one experimental spec-

trum from the other was written.

This new program was called EXPSEL.FOR and is also

listed in appendix B. The EXPSEL program, as its predeces-

sor, was written to be used interactively with a graphics

terminal. The program simultaneously displayed the two

experimental spectra and their differences. The two main

parameters in this program were the degree of convolution

and the subtraction factor. When a low pressure spectrum

was subtracted from a high pressure spectrum, the low

pressure spectrum was convoluted until the breadth of the

individual (P,R) transitions matched those at the higher

pressure. Then, the subtraction factor was adjusted so as

to minimize the 3V2 Q-branch in the difference spec-

trum. The "monomer-free" spectra obtained in this manner

are shown in figure IV.5. These spectra allow for a more

detailed analysis of the complex band shape than would be

possible for the initial spectra of figure IV.4.
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IV.C. Determination of the Dimer Rotational Constant

The IR bandshape of a parallel transition of a

linear molecule is determined by the ground state rota-

tional constant, Bo, and its change upon vibrational

excitation, AB = Bl-Bo. The main features of the band-

shape, such as the separation between P and R branch

maxima are determined by Bo. This value has been accur-

ately determined from microwave studies to be 0.0583 cm-1

and is consistent with the 9.6 +/-.2 cm-1 separation

observed for the V1 complex band at low pressures

(figure IV.5a) which arises mainly from HCN dimer. The

effect of AB on the bandshape is more subtle and in-

volves the relative widths and heights of the P and R

branches. The value of AB for the HCN dimer might there-

fore be extracted from the present data by considering

either the relative widths or heights of the P and R

branches. The delta B value for a vibrational transition

can either be negative, zero, or positive. For a molecule

with a negative delta B value, the R branch will be nar-

rower than the P branch because of the closer spacing of

the rotational levels. Because the spacing is closer in

the R branch, there is a greater amount of intensity

build-up resulting in a higher peak height. If delta B is

zero, the P and R branches will have equal peak inten-

sities and equal widths. Finally, if the delta B value is

positive, the P branch will be of greater intensity but
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of less width than the R branch. Figure IV.6 shows the

effect of the sign of delta B on some calculated dimer

spectra.

When the widths and relative heights of the exper-

imental dimer spectra were measured it was discovered

that the correlation between height and width was not

very good. In all cases, the R branch of the dimer was of

greater intensity but also of greater width than the P

branch. This discrepancy probably results from the for-

mation of trimer and possibly higher order aggregates

along with the dimer. Although this prevents determin-

ation of the sign of AB for the dimer, it can be confi-

dently stated that the magnitude is 1Z1B/Bol < 0.75%.

The limits set above for the delta B value are

very conservative. Though it cannot be stated as fact,

the delta B/Bo ratio for the HCN dimer appears to be

somewhere in the vicinity of -0.50%. Since the B value is

inversely proportional to the moment of inertia, it makes

intuitive sense that this moment will increase with the

vibrational quantum number thus reducing the upper B

value. Figure IV.7 shows four theoretical monomer spectra

with a theoretical dimer of several intensities added in.

The delta B/Bo for this calculated dimer is -0.50% which

matches the experimental spectra quite well. The peak
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intensities and band widths do not fit the experimental

results exactly, but this is most likely due to the

presence of trimer and higher polymers.

IV.D Spectrum and Structure of the HCN Trimer

Since the pressure dependencies of the dimer and

trimer are different, it is in principle possible to use

subtraction of spectra at different pressures to obtain

the dimer and trimer spectra separately. This separation

could be at least partially realized and the trimer ob-

tained using the "monomer-free" spectra of figure IV.5.

To accomplish this, spectra that were taken in the mid

pressure ranges (200-450 torr) were subtracted with

scaling from higher pressure spectra (500-650 torr) using

the EXPSEL program. The removal of the dimer contribution

was judged by the elimination of the lower frequency

feature in the complex band which was considered to arise

only from the dimer P branch. The results of these sub-

tractions are shown in figure IV.8 for four different

subtraction pairs. All four spectra show the same double

shape having full widths at half heights ranging from

13.9 cm-1 to 14.6 cm-1 with an average value of 14.2

cm-1. The peak separation values range from 6.2 cm-1 to

6.9 cm-1 with an average value of 6.6 cm-1 and a central

frequency of 2100.2 cm-1. The consistency of the band
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shape obtained from this subtraction is remarkably good

and provides some confidence that this bandshape accur-

ately reflects the trimer. Assuming that the observed

bandshape results from unresolved rotational structure it

is possible to choose between several alternatives for

the structure of the trimer.

Only four possible structures were considered for

the HCN trimer. The structures are: triangular with the

hydrogens at the corners, triangular with the nitrogens

at the corners, hexagonal, and linear (figs IV.9-12). To

choose among these four possibilities, several computer

programs were written to generate theoretical spectra

which could be used to compare with the experimental

spectrum of the trimer. For the cyclic structures, the

molecule is a symmetric top whose in plane vibrations are

perpendicular to the symmetry axis which means the re-

sulting spectra will have P, Q, and R branches. On the

other hand, the linear trimer will only show P and R

branch structure. The four possible configurations and

their theoretical spectra compared with the experimental

trimer spectrum are shown in figures IV.9-12. In all four

cases the theoretical spectra are convoluted over 4 wave-

numbers (fwhh) to simulate the effects of pressure broad-

ening. As shown in figures IV.9-12, the three cyclic

stuctures yield poor fits to the observed trimer band-
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shapes whereas the linear structure fits extrmely well.

Although the convolution over 4 wavenumbers may be in

error, figure IV.13 shows that there is no significant

change in the band shape of the hexagonal or linear

structures as the linewidths are broadened.

It can thus be concluded that the HCN trimer has

an open chain linear rather than a cyclic structure. The

determination of a linear structure for the HCN trimer is

a surprising and important result. Up until now the only

results concerning hydrogen bonded trimers have suggested

cyclic structures. HF trimer is predicted to be cyclic

(roughly hexagonal) by quantum mechanical calculations

[49]. A number of molecular beam resonance investigations

have provided the negative result of not observing di-

polar deflection results of hydrogen bonded trimers [50].

However these negative results are not conclusive and may

be due to insufficient sensitivity [51]. Finally, it

should be noted that the HCN molecule is unlike many

other hydrogen bonded species in that the electron

donating orbital on the nitrogen is sp hybridized. Thus,

although cyclic structures would be stabilized by the

formation of three rather than two hydrogen bonds, the

bonds actually formed would be weaker than in the linear

configuration due to poor overlap with the linear H-CN

geometry.
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CHAPTER V

Normal Coordinate Analysis

V. Introduction

Normal coordinate analyses of the vibrations of

HCN and its aggregates were undertaken for two reasons:

to determine whether or not the frequency assignments

that were made for the HCN/DCN dimer, trimer, etc. were

plausible, and second, to determine which of the four HCN

trimer structures described in chapter IV fit the experi-

mental frequencies the best.

V.A. Monomer

In the normal coordinate analysis of HCN and DCN

only axial stretching modes were considered, a legitimate

procedure since the bending motions are of different sym-

metry and do not mix with the stretches. It was assumed

that the frequencies could be adequately fit to a quad-

ratic valence force field. For the normal coordinate anal-

ysis of the monomer, three force constants were used: the

bond stretching force constant between the hydrogen and

the carbon (f11), the bond stretching force constant be-

tween the carbon and the nitrogen (f22), and the stretch
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stretch interaction force constant (f12). These three

force constants were fit using the four experimental mon-

omer frequencies (V1 and V3) of HCN and DCN with the

results shown in table V-1. As can be seen from this

table, although a quadratic force field gives a reason-

able fit to the observed frequencies, there are some

discrepancies which are unavoidable due to the assump-

tion of harmonic vibration. Since our interest is in

small frequency shifts occuring upon hydrogen bond for-

mation, it was desirable to reduce the frequency errors

due to anharmonicity. To partially correct for this

effect, we chose not to fit the observed dimer and trimer

frequencies directly. Rather the observed monomer, dimer

and trimer frequency shifts were applied to the calcu-

lated harmonic monomer frequencies. Thus, the "corrected"

experimental dimer and trimer frequencies obtained in

this fashion take care of most of the anharmonicity

corrections.

Table V-1. Frequencies and force constants for HCN and
DCN monomer.

Obs Freq:

Calc Freq:

DCN HCN

1925.3 2630.3 2096.5 3311.5

1916.5 2623.9 2104.7 3316.5

fll = 5.7890 f22 = 18.324 fl2 = -0.1709
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V.B. Dimer

Four experimental frequencies were assigned to

HCN, DCN dimer. To model the dimer, four force constants,

marked "*" in the diagram below, were varied while the

rest were fixed at the monomer values(M).

1 2 3 4 5
H C N H C N

M * * * * M

F33 was held constant at an approximate value of 0.11

mdyne/A obtained from microwave work [52]. This left f12,

f22, f44, and f45 as variables (i.e.,the *Is), however,

to simplify the analysis, fl2 and f45 were assumed to be

equal. The results of the least squares fit of the data

are shown in table V-2.

Table V-2 Frequencies and force constants for HCN
and DCN dimer.

HCN---HCN

obs freq calc freq diff
(cm-1) (cm-1) (cm-1)

1 3309.5
2 3153.5 3153.6 -.10
3 2112.5 2111.6 .90
4 2102.9 2105.0 -2.1
5 116.2
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DCN---DCN

obs freq calc freq diff
(cm-1) (cm-1) (cm-1)

1 2612.5
2 2528.8
3 1926.0
4 1891.6 1891.0 0.6
5 114.2

Force Constant

fll M 5.789
f22 * 18.302
f33 mw 0.1100
f44 * 5.1333
f55 M 18.323
f12 * -.0780
f45 * -.0780

average error in freq = 0.9 cm-1

Examination of table V-2 shows that the agreement

between the observed and calculated HCN dimer frequencies

is very good. The only axial mode of HCN that was not

observed, besides the low frequency mode, is the one

calculated to occur at 3309.5 cm-1. This mode would be

masked by the intense monomer band whose frequency is

3311.5 cm-1. For DCN, there was only one mode experi-

mentally observed. The calculation gives estimates of

the C-D modes (2612 and 2525 cm-1) but these were unde-

tected because of the anomalously low Raman intensities

for these transitions. One CN mode was observed (1891.6)

which agrees well with the calculated value (1891.0). The

other CN mode (1926 cm-1) was not observed but may also

be obscured by the intense monomer feature (1916.5 cm-1).
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V.C. Trimer

As shown in chapter V, the infrared data strongly

indicate a linear structure for the HCN trimer. In order

to further test this conclusion, a normal coordiante

analysis was perfomed for the linear trimer and con-

trasted with the three cyclic possibilities (see figures

IV.9-10 and accompanying text for a discussion of the

cyclic structures considered).

The cyclic structures are of C3h symmetry and

the normal modes are of At and E' symmetry. The A' modes

are totally symmetric and will only be Raman active while

the E' modes will show both Raman and IR activity. For

these calculations, no bending modes were considered and

the bond lengths are those found in the dimer. The

results of these calculations are shown in table V-3.



Table V-3 Force constant calculations for various
HCN and DCN trimer configurations.

LINEAR TRIMER

DCN---DCN---DCN HCN---HCN---HCN

98

obs: 1882 2108 2110 3146
calc: 1882 1893 1925 2094 2107 2110 3146 3153 3309

DEL = 0.3

TRIANGULAR N'S ON CORNERS

(DCN)3 (HCN)3

A' E' A' E' A' E'
R IR,R R IR,R R IR,R

obs: 1882.2
calc: 1882.3 1885.4

DEL = 1.7

HEXAGONAL

2110.2
2106.0

2108.4
2110.5

3146.0
3146.0 3144.6

(DCN)3 (HCN)3

A'

obs: 1882.2
calc: 1882.2

DEL = 0.2

1879.1

TRIANGULAR; H'S ON CORNERS

(DCN)3

A'

A' E' A' E'

2110.2 2108.4 3146.0
2110.6 2108.2 3146.0 3146.8

(HCN)3

A' E' A' E'

obs: 1882.2 2110.2
calc: 1882.3 1888.5 2105.8

DEL = 1.8

2108.4
2110.6

3146.0
3146.0 3144.5
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The "DEL" value in the above table is a measure of

the total frequency deviation. Thus, the two triangular

structures give the poorest fit whereas the linear and

hexagonal structures provide much better fits. While not

in itself definitive the results of this analysis, sup-

port the IR conclusion that the trimer is linear. A more

detailed description of the atom motion in the HCN/DCN

linear trimer is presented below.

For the calculation of the linear trimer, there

were only three observables and so only two force con-

stants could be sensibly constrained. These force con-

stants are shown in the diagram below.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
H C N H C N H C N

M D * * D M

In this case, f44 and f55 were allowed to vary (*) and the

other force constants were those found in either the

dimer(D) or monomer(M) as marked above. The results from

this analysis are shown in table V-4.
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Table V-4 Force constants and frequencies for HCN
and DCN trimer.

obs freq
(cm-1)

HCN---HCN---HCN

calc freq
(cm-1)

diff
(cm-1)

1 3309.5
2 3153.7
3 3146.0 3146.0 0.0
4 2110.2 2110.4 -.2
5 2108.4 2107.5 0.9
6 2094.6
7 142.5
8 82.1

DCN---DCN---DCN

obs freq calc freq diff
(cm-1) (cm-1) (cm-1)

1 2612.5
2 2529.1
3 2519.1
4 1925.9
5 1893.3
6 1882.2 1882.2 0.0
7 140.1
8 80.6

Force Constants

fll M 5.7890
f22 D 18.3024
f33 mw 0.1100
f44 * 5.11120
f55 * 18.0987
f66 mw 0.1100
f77 D 5.1333
f88 M 18.3239
fl2 D -.0780
f45 D -.0780
f78 D -.0780

average error in freq = .3 cm-1
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The correlation between the observed and calcu-

lated frequencies is quite good. For the HCN trimer, two

of the modes are indistinguishable from the dimer and

another is masked by the monomer. The remaining three

modes, one CH and two CN stretches, fit the calculated

data well. For the DCN trimer, the three CD modes were

not seen due to weak Raman intensity, while two of the CN

modes were masked by the dimer and monomer.

In order to obtain a better feel of the relative

motions of the atoms for the different modes in the mon-

omer, dimer and trimer, their internal coordinates are

shown below.

Table V-5 Internal coordinates and Raman intensities
for HCN and DCN monomer, dimer and trimer.

H

MONOMER

C N
V rCH rCN

2104.8 .1726 .3663
3316.6 1.0230 -.1433

D C N

1916.6 .3727 .2762
2624.1 .6644 -.2081
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DIMER

H C N H C N

V rl r2 r3 r4 r5

2105.1 -.08 -.20 -.21 .16 .30
2111.6 .14 .31 -.35 .10 .20
3153.7 .01 .00 -.91 1.02 -.15
3309.6 1.02 -.14 .03 .00 .00

D C N H C N

V rl r2 r3 r4 r5

1891.1 -.04 -.03 -.50 .42 .25
1926.1 .37 .27 -.22 .05 .03
2528.9 .01 .00 -.44 .63 -.30
2612.6 -.67 .30 -.10 .01 .00

TRIMER

H----C----N H----C----N H----C----N

V rl r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8

2094.7 -.03 -.07 -.31 .18 .35 -.08 -.05 -.09
2106.7 -.03 -.07 -.04 .04 .08 -.39 .18 .35
2110.4 .16 .35 -.26 .04 .09 -.10 .03 .06
3146.1 .00 .00 -.90 1.01 -.15 -.07 .12 -.02
3153.8 .00 .00 .11 -.12 .02 -.90 1.01 -.15
3309.6 1.02 -.14 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

D----C----N D----C----N D----C----N

V rl r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8

1882.2 -.03 -.02 -.45 .38 .23 .08 -.18 -.10
1892.8 -.02 -.01 -.21 .18 .10 -.54 .38 .23
1926.0 .37 .28 -.21 .04 .03 -.02 .00 .00
2519.2 .01 .00 -.43 .62 -.29 .03 .11 -.05
2528.9 .00 .00 -.08 .11 -.05 .45 -.62 .30
2612.6 .67 -.28 .10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Pictorial representations of the normal modes for

the HCN and DCN monomer and dimer are displayed in figure

V.1.
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Freq(cm -1)

MONOMER NORMAL MODES

<____ ____>
2096.8 H C N

--> <-
3311.5 H

<-- - - ->

1923.5 D C N

< --

2630.3 D

Freq(cm -1)

--->

DIMER NORMAL MODES

--> <-- < ___>

2105.1 H C N H C N

< <-- --> <--- <-- -->
2111.6 H C N H C N

< > >< --> <

3153.7 H C N H C N

< --> < > < >

3309.6 H C N H C N

-> > < < <-- - - ->

1891.1

< <-- - -> <- < >

1926.1 D C N D C N

< > < < ---> < --

2528.9 D C N D C N

< ---> <- > < >

2612.6 D C N D C N

Figure V.1 Normal modes for the HCN and DCN monomer
and dimer.
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CHAPTER VI

Summary and Conclusions

For many years researchers have recognized that

special theories are needed to explain the behavior of

associated compounds. Studies have shown that molecular

association is particularly strong among compounds con-

taining hydrogen functional groups. The formation of

hydrogen bonds among compounds has profound effects upon

both the physical and chemical properties of the system.

These changes result because the hydrogen bond often

alters the size, shape or arrangements of atoms with

respect to the interacting functional groups. The most

commonly observed physical property modifications are

frequency shifts of IR and Raman bands, altered freezing

and boiling points, deviations from ideal gas and solu-

tion laws and changes in electrical conductivities.

Hydrogen bonded systems have been studied pre-

viously by matrix isolation IR techniques, gas phase

infrared spectroscopy, and microwave resonance methods.

Most of the research has dealt with condensed phases but

for a detailed understanding of the hydrogen bond, it is

essential that simple X-H...Y model systems be examined

without the additional perturbations caused by bulk aggre-
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gation and solvation. Microwave resonance studies of

gases have been very useful in this respect and have

given complete structures and information about charge

distributions in a variety of hydrogen bonded complexes.

The microwave work locates the potential minimum of the

ground vibrational state but, from centrifugal distortion

constants, some additional information on the potential

shape near the minima has been extracted. For a more sat-

isfactory and complete description, however, vibrational

data are needed. unfourtunately these are more difficult

to acquire, especially in the low frequency hydrogen bond

stretching and bending regions of the spectrum.

In the recent past, the extremely low temperatures

achieved in free jet expansions have made it possible to

prepare relatively large concentrations of weakly-bound

van der Waals complexes under collision free conditions.

It was the major goal of this thesis to study hydrogen

bonded systems under these free jet conditions using co-

herent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopyas the probe. HCN

and its deuterated analog DCN were selected for this

study because of the large Raman cross-section, and high

vapor pressure of the linear monomer and because HCN was

known to form aggregates in the gas phase. To complement

the CARS data, static experiments were also performed

using photoacoustic Raman and infrared spectroscopy.
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The static PARS spectra provided direct evidence

of aggregation in the V1 region of HCN. With increasing

pressure, a broad shoulder was found to grow in on the

high frequency side of the monomer Q-branch. Based on its

pressure dependence, this shoulder has been assigned to a

superposition of HCN dimer and trimer bands. Assuming

equal Raman cross-sections for monomer, dimer and trimer

species, the relative intensities imply a dimer plus

trimer concentration of approximately 5% at 600 torr.

This number is in good agreement with an independent

estimate of 6% based on vapor pressure data.

In the CARS experiments, a single well-defined CN

stretching peak was observed for pure HCN expansions.

This feature, attributed to HCN dimer, was located on the

high frequency side of the monomer. Again assuming equal

monomer and dimer Raman cross-sections, it is estimated

that the expansion increases the dimer concentration by a

factor of two. With the addition of a driving gas such as

argon, the amount of dimer and polymer formation were

substantially increased. This increase results from

decreased temperatures produced by lowering the average

heat capacity in the expansion as well as from the

increase in three body collisions needed for complex

formation. These results show that it is possible to

"tune" the particular complexes in the jet all the way
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from dimers to large clusters simply by changing the

driving gas pressure.

The V1 region of DCN was also studied and the

corresponding dimer band was found to the low frequency

side of the monomer. With the addition of argon, the

formation of dimer and higher polymers was again in-

creased dramatically. It was also found by heating the

nozzle that the amount of trimer and polymer decreased

and the amounts of dimer increased.

Additional CARS experiments were done to examine

the V3 regions of HCN and DCN. The CARS signal for the CD

stretch was extremely weak and no information was ob-

tained in this region. On the other hand, the CH stretch

intensity was appreciable and a very broad peak ( 60 cm-1

width) was identified as the dimer. As before, the dimer

band grew with increasing argon dilution; however, in

this case, the dimer and polymers could not be separated

because of the breadth of the band.

In order to obtain equilibrium data that would

complement the coherent Raman results, static experiments

were performed on both HCN and DCN using infrared spec-

troscopy. Due to the strong and broad monomer vibrational

-rotational bands, evidence of dimer and trimer formation
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was seen only in the V1 region of HCN. Both dimer and

trimer bands increased dramatically with pressure. By

computer manipulation of the experimental data, the dimer

and trimer spectra were separated. Comparison of theo-

retical and experimental trimer spectra, along with a

normal coordinate analysis, strongly point to a linear

structure for the HCN trimer.

The research in this thesis has demonstrated the

utility of coherent Raman techniques for the study of

simple gas phase hydrogen bonded complexes. This work

also represents one of the first applications of PARS

spectroscopy and it establishes that this method has

sensitivity sufficent to obtain Raman spectra of small

amounts of hydrogen bonded complexes in static room

temperature samples. Although the results show that

valuable information can be obtained for static samples

from both PARS and infrared spectroscopy, at the monomer

pressures necessary to produce reasonable equilibrium

dimer concentrations, pressure broadening is severe and

is a fundamental limit to the amount of rotational

information obtainable. This problem was partially over-

come by the use of non-equilibrium conditions present in

supersonic expansions.
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This thesis research has given the first Raman

spectra of any hydrogen bonded complex in a free jet

expansion. The higher concentrations of complex species

in the low temperature, low density free jet allow for

much greater resolution than is possible with static

samples. Variation of the expansion conditions allows

considerable control over the complex species formed so

that one can confidently assign spectral features to

dimers and trimers, even in the presence of larger

solid-like aggregates.

The data generated in this thesis study has

centered on the high frequency "intramolecular" modes

whose frequencies are shifted relatively small amounts

from those of the monomer. To date, there has been only

limited data available on the "intermolecular" hydrogen

bond stretching and bending modes of these clusters.

Spectra of these intermolecular modes are required to

accurately determine potential energy surfaces for

weakly-bound complexes. Molecular beam conditions will be

especially desirable for this work for two reasons.

First, these low frequency modes are likely to be very

sensitive to environmental perturbations which will be

minimized in a molecular beam. Second, as shown in this

thesis, dimer and polymer formation is greatly enhanced

with the proper molecular beam conditions. An important
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added benefit of the molecular beam is that the very low

temperatures achieved in a supersonic expansion will

provide simplification of the spectra.

Various refinements are planned to the CARS

experiments in order to study the low frequency vibra-

tions. The first involves the elimination of filters,

dichroic mirrors and prisms presently used to reject W1

and W2 beams after the signal leaves the sample. These

optical elements cannot be used for small vibrational

shifts. Instead a long focal length (0.6-1.0 meter)

concave, aberration-corrected, holographic grating will

be used to re-image the small signal generation volume

into a small aperture leading into the photomultiplier

detector. For a vibrational shift of 200 cm-1, the W1

and W3 images at the detector will be roughly separated

by 1 cm. A large grating of approximately 10 cm will be

needed to allow the beams to expand enough to avoid

damage to the grating. The overall efficiency of this

light detection scheme should yield about a factor of two

improvement in signal from the current system. Data from

this experiment and the results from this thesis will

greatly enhance our ability to completely characterize

the potential energy surface of these weakly-bound

systems.
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Appendix A

Data Acquisition Software

This appendix contains the following computer listings:

1. GRA'TE.FOR

A. STEPER .MAC

B. CLIME .MAC

2. PRESS.

A. PATOD .MAC

B. SLErJ .MAC

C. SCAN .MAC
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C****************************************************************
C*
C* PROGRAM GRATE
C*
C* PURPOSE: THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO PERFORM A GRATING
C* SCAN ON THE PDL-1.
C*
C* USAGES RUN ORATE
C*
C* SUBROUTINES USEDS STEPER.MAC
C* CLTONE.MAC
C* ORTPLT.FOR
C* HPTLIB.OBJ
C* AXISL.OBJ
C*
C* HARWARE REQUIREMENTS:
C* PDL-1 STEPPER MOTOR ENGAGED
C* AREOTECH SWITCHED TO PDL-1 POSITION
C* AREOTECH FRONT PANEL ON HOME
C* AREOTECH FRONT PANEL ON REMOTE
C* CHOO OF A/D TO LAST SAMPLE ON BOXCAR
C* EXTERNAL START OF A/D TO BUSY OF BOXCAR
C* DISPLAY CH 2 TO EXTERNAL CLOCK AEROTECH
C*
C*
C* WRITTEN BY: OLEN A. HOPKINS
C* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
C* 5-MAY-84
C*
C****************************************************************
C
C
C PROGRAM GRATE

LOGICAL *1 ANSI(2),VT52(5),TEK(2),ER(2)
DIMENSION FILENM(4)
INTEGER POINTS
LOGICAL*1

C
IANS

TYPE 41,, ' THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO TAKE A GRATING SCAN'
TYPE 41, ' WITH THE PDL-1'
TYPE *.
TYPE *, ' MAKE THE FOLLOWING CONNECTIONS
TYPE *, CHOO OF A/D TO LAST SAMPLE OF BOXCAR'
TYPE *. ' EXTERNAL START OF A/D TO BUSY OF BOXCAR
TYPE 41, ' DISPLAY CH 2 TO REMOTE CLOCK OF AEROTECH
TYPE *, AEROTECH SET ON HOME AND REMOTE'
TYPE *. '

C
C QUERY FOR PLOT ROUTINE ONLY
C

TYPE 3
3 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT TO PLOT AN OLD FILE ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 130.IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.'N') OOTO 5
TYPE 4
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4 FORMAT(' ENTER THE FILE NAME OF THE OLD FILE ---> 1,$)
ACCEPT 230,FILENM
00TO 312

C
C
C QUERY FOR THE NUMBER OF TEST POINTS?
C

5 NPNTS=5
C
C TEST THE SIGNAL LEVEL
C

SUM=0.0
TYPE *,'SIGNAL LEVEL'
DO 100 I=1,NPNTS
CALL CLTONE(ISIG)
TYPE *,ISIO
SUM=SUM+FLOAT(ISIG)

100 CONTINUE
AVG=SUM/FLOAT(NPNTS)
TYPE *,'AVERAGE SIGNAL LEVEL = ',AVG

C
C DETERMINE THE SCAN RANGE
C

130 FORMAT(A1)
150 TYPE 160
160 FORMAT(/,' ENTER INITIAL AEROTECH SCAN POSITION ---> 1,$)

ACCEPT *, INIP
TYPE 170

170 FORMAT(/,' ENTER FINAL AEROTECH SCAN POSITION ---> 1,$)
ACCEPT *, IFINP
TYPE 180

180 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE * OF STEPS/POINT(1,2,3,..) --->',$)
ACCEPT *, ISTEPS
NDPNTS=(IFINP-INIP)/ISTEPS+1

C
C MAXIUM OF 2000 POINTS
C

IF( NDPNTS.LT.2000.AND.NDPNTS.GT.0) GO TO 200
TYPE 190

190 FORMAT(/,' TO MANY POINTS (>2000) TRY AGAIN ')
GOTO 150

C
C GET THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE AVERAGE
C

200 TYPE 210
210 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE # OF SHOTS TO BE AVERAGED --->',$)

ACCEPT *, POINTS
C
C GET THE OUTPUT FILE NAME
C

215 TYPE 220
220 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME ---> 1,$)

ACCEPT 230, F/LENM
230 FORMAT(4A4)

C
C OPEN THE OUTPUT FILE
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C
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OPEN (UNIT=3,NAME=FILENM,TYPE='NEW,INITIALSIZE=50,ERR=250)

WRITE13,0 INIP
WRITE(30*) IFINP
WRITE(3, *) ISTEPS
00 TO 260

C
C ERROR OPENING FILE. PRINT ERROR MESSAGE AND TRY AGAIN.
C
250 TYPE *,'***ERROR OPENING FILE***'

00 TO 215
C
C SCANNING PORTION
C
C

260 PAUSE '<CR> TO START SCAN'
C
C ERASE THE SCREEN
C

CALL PLOTYP(2)
CALL ERASE
RANGE=FLOAT(NDPNTS)

C
C COLLECT DATA POINTS
C

TEK(1)=27
TEK(2)=49
TYPE 265,TEK

265 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
ER(I)=27
ER(2)=I2
TYPE 265,ER
DO 300 J=I.NDPNTS
COUNT - FLOAT(J)

C
C INITIALIZE THE SUM
C

SUM -0.0
C
C COLLECT DATA
C

DO 280 Ial,POINTS
CALL CLTONE(ISIG)
SIG-FLOAT(ISIG)
SUM=SUM+SIO

280 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE THE AVERAGE, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND PERCENT DEVIATION
C

POINT - FLOAT(POINTS)
SIONAL=SUM/POINT

C
C PLOT THE DATA ON THE SCREEN
C
C CALC. THE PLOTTING POSITIONS
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C
IX=IFIX(1000.0*(COUNT/RANOE))
IYS=IFIX(700.0*SIONAL/1024.0+0.5)+20

C
C JUST SAVE THE FIRST POINT
C

IF(J.EQ.1) 00 TO 290
C
C PLOT THE SIGNAL
C

CALL TKPLOT(0,IXO,IYOS)
CALL TKPLOT(1,IX,IYS)

C
C SAVE THE POINTS
C
290 IXO=IX

IYOS=IYS
C
C WRITE THE DATA ON THE DATA FILE
C

WRITE(3, *) SIGNAL
C
C DRIVE THE STEPPER MOTOR
C

CALL STEPER(1STEPS)
C

300 CONTINUE
C
C CLOSE THE FILE
C

CLOSE(UNIT=3)
C
C POSITION THE CURSOR IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER
C AND SET TERMINAL TO APLHA MODE
C

CALL TKPLOT(0,0,760)
ANSI(1)=27
ANSI(2)=50
TYPE 305,ANSI

305 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
VT52(1)=27
VT52(2)=91
VT52(3)=63
VT52(4)=50
VT52(5)=49
TYPE 306,VT52

306 FORMAT(1X,5A1)
C CALL ALPHAS
C
C QUERY FOR PLOT
C

CALL PLOTYP(0)
309 TYPE 310
310 FORMAT(/,' DO YOU WANT A PLOT '7 (Y/N) ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 130, IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.'N') OOTO 400
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IF(IANS.NE.'Y') OOTO 309
312 CALL ORTPLT (FILENM)

CALL PLOTYP(0)
CALL ALPHAS

313 TYPE 315
315 FORMAT(/,' DO WANT ANOTHER PLOT ? (Y/N) ---> '$)

ACCEPT 130, IANS
IF (IANS.EQ.'N') OOTO 400
IF (IANS.NE.'Y') OOTO 313
OOTO 312

400 TYPE 410
410 FORMAT(/,' DO YOU WANT ANOTHER SCAN (Y/N) ---> '$)

ACCEPT 130, IANS
IF(IANS.EG.'Y') OOTO 150
IF(IANS.NE.'N') OOTO 400
STOP
END
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3*
i*
;* PROGRAM STEPER
3*
3* PURPOSE: TO STEP THE GRATING ON THE PDL-1 DYE LASER
i*
1* USAGE: CALL STEPPER(ISTEPS)
t* WHERE: ISTEPS=1,213,... AS READ FROM THE
t* THE AEROTECH LED DISPLAY
;*
1* HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: DAC A TO REMOTE CLOCK
;*
;* NOTE: THIS PROGRAM IS TO BE USED WITH THE MICRO-II
I*
1*
1* WRITTEN BY: OLEN A. HOPKINS
3* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
;* 12-JUL-84
;*

t*****************************************************************

.OLOBL STEPER

DSR=170404

STEPER: TST (R5)+ ;PASS THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS
MOV e(R5)+,R1 ;GET THE NUMBER OF PULSES

IS: MOV $4000oltilDSR ;PULSE OUT TO STEPPER MOTOR
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
NOP
MOV 400,41$DSR ;PULSE DONE--NOT VERY WIDE

2$1 TSTB e$DSR ;READY FOR ANOTHER PULSE?
BPL 2$ ;IF NOT BACK TO 2$
MOV *500,R2 ;MOVE 500 INTO R2

3$: DEC R2 ;WE'RE WAITING FOR A SEC
BNE 3$ tIF NOT DONE WAITING BACK TO 3$
DEC RI ;DECREMENT RI
BNE 1$ tIF MORE PULSES BACK TO 1$
RETURN
.END STEPER
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1********************************************************
3* NAME = CLTTWO
e*
3* PURPOSE = CLTTWO IS USED TO COLLECT SIGNALS
1* GOING INTO CHANNELS 0 AND 1 OF THE A/D
3* ON THE FALLIN EDGE OF THE TRIGGER PULSE
1* GOING IN EXT START.
3*
1* USAGE = CALL CLTONE'ISI00,15101)
3* I5100 = THE SIGNAL ON CHANNEL 0
1* ISI01 = THE SIGNAL ON CHANNEL 1
1* (INTEGER).
1* NOTE: TO BE USED WITH THE MICRO-11
1*
1* WRITTEN BY: GLEN HOPKINS
1* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
1* 7-13-84

*
*
*
*

1*
1********************************************************

.TITLE CLTTWO.MAC

.OLOBL CLTTWO

i ADDRESS DEFINITIONS
1

CSR=170400

DBR=170402

CHOOEX= 20
CH01=401

CLTTWO: TST (R5)+ ;NO NEED TO SAVE $ OF ARGUMENTS
MOV $CHOOEX,8$CSR :SAMPLE SIGNAL ON CH 00

3A /D EXT START

1$: TSTB *CSR ;A /D DONE?
BPL 1$

MOV INIDBR,R0 ;STORE THE VALUE IN RO
MOV ocHototecsR 'SAMPLE SECOND SIGNAL ON CH01

2$: TSTB estcsR ;WAIT FOR DONE BIT
BPL 2$ ;IF NOT DONE BACK TO 2$
MOV e*DBR,R3 ;PUT SIGNAL 2 INTO R3

MOV R0,41(25)+ ;PASS BACK CARS SIGNAL
MOV R3,t(R5)+ ;PASS BACK LASER SIGNAL

RETURN

.END



C*****************************************************
C*
C* PROGRAM PRESS.FOR
C*
C* THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO OBTAIN SPECTRAL
C* DATA VERSUS PRESSURE BY ADJUSTING THE
C* PRESSURE IN THE PDL-1 CAVITY AND RECORDING
C* A/D VALUES AT THE CORRESPONDING PRESSURES.
C*
C* SUBROUTINES USED: PATOD.MAC
C* SLEW. MAC
C* SCAN.MAC
C* CLTONE.MAC
C* HPTLIB.OBJ
C* PRSPLT.FOR
C*
C* HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
C*
C* PIN #36 FROM THE PNEUTRONICS BOARD
C* CORESPONDINO TO THE FAST GAS SOLENOID
C* SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO BIT Al OF THE
C* DR1I -K OUTPUT BUS.
C*
C* PIN #37 FROM THE PNEUTRONICS BOARD
C* CORESPONDINO TO THE SLOW OAS SOLENOID
C* SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO BIT #2 OF THE
C* DR1I -K OUTPUT BUS.
C*
C* PIN #30 FROM THE PNEUTRONICS BOARD
C* CORESPONDINO TO THE SLOW VACUUM SOLENOID *
C* SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO BIT #3 OF THE
C* DR11-K OUTPUT BUS.
C*
C* PIN #32 FROM THE PNEUTRONICS BOARD
C* CORESPONDINO TO THE FAST VACUUM SOLENOID *
C* SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO BIT #4 OF THE
C* DR11 -K OUTPUT BUS.
C*
C* THE SIGNAL FROM LAST OUT OF THE BOXCAR *
C* INTEGRATOR SHOULD BE HOOKED UP TO CH00 *
C* OF THE A TO D CONVERTER AND THE Q SWITCH *
C* OR SOME OTHER SYNC OUT FROM THE YAG
C* CONNECTED TO EXTERNAL START.
C*
C* NOTE: MODIFIED FOR THE MICRO-11
C*
C*
C* WRITTEN BY: OLEN A. HOPKINS
C* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
C* 7-31-84
C*
C*****************************************************
C

PROGRAM PRESS
DIMENSION FILENM(4)
INTEGER HIAD

122
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LOGICAL *1 IANS
C
C INPUT OF SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FROM
C CALIBRATION PROGRAM PCAL.SAV
C
C CURRENT SLOPE (B) AND INTERCEPT (A) VALUES
C

C

C

A=10.3786
B=4.0905

TYPE *,' THE CURRENT CALIBRATED VALUES FOR THE'
TYPE *,' SLOPE AND INTERCEPT ARE:'
TYPE 1,B

1 FORMAT(' SLOPE=',F10.4/)
TYPE 2,A

2 FORMAT(' INTERCEPT "="F10.4/)

CALL PATOD(IPAD)
5 CALL PATOD(IPAD)

IPRESS=INT((FLOAT(IPAD)-A)/B+.5)
TYPE 30, IPRESS

C
C SLEWING ROUTINE
C

TYPE 14
14 FORMAT(//,' MOVE TO ANOTHER VOLTAGE ? ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 20, IANS
20 FORMAT(A1)

IF(IANS.EQ.'N') GO TO 79
CALL PATOD(IPAD)
IPRESS=INT((FLOAT(IPAD)-A)/B+.5)
TYPE 30,IPRESS

30 FORMAT(/,' THE CURRENT VOLTAGE IS ',I4,' MV'/)
35 TYPE 40
40 FORMAT(/,' ENTER DESIRED VOLTAGE (MV) ',$)

ACCEPT *,NEWP
NAD=INT(B*FLOAT(NEWP)+A+.5)
IF(NEWP.GT.IPRESS) IDIR=1
IF(NEWP.LT.IPRESS) IDIR=0
ISTOP=1
CALL SLEW(ISTOP,IDIR)
IF(IDIR.EQ.0) GO TO 60

C
C IDIR=1, INCREASE PRESSURE IN THE 0 TO 2 ATM DIRECTION
C

J=0
50 CALL PATOD(IPAD)

IF(IPAD.OE.NAD) J=J+1
IF(J.GT.5) GO TO 70
GO TO 50

C
C IDIR=0, DECREASE PRESSURE IN THE 2 TO 0 ATM DIRECTION
C

60 J=0
65 CALL PATOD(IPAD)

IF(IPAD.LE.NAD) J=J+1
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IF(J.OT.5) 00 TO 70
00 TO 65

70 ISTOP=0
CALL SLEW(ISTOPtIDIR)
CALL PATOD(IPAD)
IPRESS=INT((FLOAT(IPAD)-A)/8 +.5)
TYPE 30, IPRESS

74 TYPE 75
75 FORMAT(/,' SLEW TO ANOTHER VOLTAGE ? ---> ',S)

ACCEPT 20,IANS
IF(IANS.EO.'Y') 00 TO 35
IF(IANS.NE.'N') 00 TO 74

79 CONTINUE
C
C SCANNING PORTION OF PROGRAM
C

C
C

TYPE 80
80 FORMAT(/,' SCANNING PORTION ')

CALL PATOD(IPAD)
IPRESSATINTUFLOAT(IPAD)-A)/B+.5)
TYPE 30,IPRESS

95 TYPE 100
100 FORMAT(' ENTER THE RESOLUTION YOUR CHOICES ARE ')

TYPE 101
101 FORMAT(' 1,2,3,ETC MV --->',$)

ACCEPT *,IRES
TYPE 103,IRES

103 FORMAT(' RESOLUTION = ',I3)

NPNTS=5
C
C PERFORM A/D TEST
C

SUM=0.0
TYPE *,"I','SIONAL'
DO 220 J=1,NPNTS
I=J
CALL CLTONE(ISIO)
TYPE *,J,ISIO
SUM=SUM+FLOAT(ISIO)

220 CONTINUE
AVO=SUM/FLOAT(NPNTS)

C
C

SET THE SCANNING PARAMETERS
C

228 TYPE 230
230 FORMAT(' ENTER THE * OF POINTS TO BE AVERAGED ',S)

ACCEPT *,IPOINTS
C
C OET THE FILE NAME
C

235 TYPE 240
240 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE OUTPUT FILE NAME --->

ACCEPT 244,FILENM
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244 FORMAT(4A4)
C
C OPEN THE OUPUT FILE
C

OPEN(UNIT=3,NAME=FILENM,TYPE='NEW,INITIALSIZE=40,ERR=245)
00 TO 270

C
C ERROR OPENNINO OUTPUT FILE
C

245 TYPE *,' ***** ERROR OPENNING OUTPUT FILE *****'
GO TO 235

C
C CONFIGURED TO SCAN ONLY FROM 0 TO 2
C
C
C SCANNING FROM 0 TO 2 ATM DIRECTION ROUTINE
C
270 TYPE 275
275 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE VOLTAGE YOU WISH TO SCAN ---> ',$)

ACCEPT *, NHIOHP
PAUSE ' HIT <CR> TO START SCAN'
K=0
CALL CLHOME

C CALL CLEAR
CALL PLOTYP(2)
HIAD=INT(FLOAT(NHIOHP)*B+A+.5)
RANGE =FLOAT(NHIGHP-IPRESS) /FLOAT(IRES)
WRITE(3, *) RANGE
CALL PATOD(IPAD)
CALL ERASE
CALL PATOD(IPAD)
NPRESS=IPAD

280 IPRESS=INT((FLOAT(IPAD)-A)/0+.5)
C
C KEEP TRACK OF THE COUNT
C

K=K+1
C COLLECT THE DATA
C

SUM=0.0
DO 290 I=1,IPOINTS
CALL CLTONE(ISIG)
SUM=SUM+FLOAT(ISIG)

290 CONTINUE
SIONAL=SUM/FLOAT(IPOINTS)

C
C PLOT THE DATA ON THE TEK TERMINAL
C

COUNT=FLOAT(K)
IX=IFIX(950.*(COUNT/RANGE))
IYS=IFIX(700.*SIONAL/4095.+.5)+20

C
C JUST SAVE THE FIRST POINT
C

IF(K.E0.1) 00 TO 300
C
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C PLOT THE SIGNAL
C

CALL TKPLOT(0,IXO,IYOS)
CALL TKPLOT(1,IX,IYS)

C
C SAVE THE POINTS
C

300 IXO=IX
IYOS=IYS

C
C WRITE THE DATA ONTO THE FILE
C

WRITE(3, *) IPRESS,SIONAL
NAD=IPAD+IRES*4
IF(NAD.GT.HIAD) GO TO 350
IDIR=1

310 CALL SCAN(IDIR)
C TYPE *,IDIR,IPAD,NAD,ILO,IHI

IDIR=1
CALL PATOD(IPAD)
ILO=NAD-1
IHI=NAD+1
IF(IPAD.LT.ILO) 00 TO 310
IF(IPAD.GE.ILO.AND.IPAD.LE.IHI) GO TO 280
IDIR=0
00 TO 310

350 CLOSE(UNIT=3)
C
C POSITION THE CURSOR IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER
C AND SET THE TERMINAL TO ALPHA MODE
C

CALL TKPLOT(0,0,760)
CALL ANSI
CALL ALPHAS
TYPE *,' SCAN COMPLETE
TYPE 380

380 FORMAT(/,' DO YOU WANT A PLOT ---> ',$)
ACCEPT 20,IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.'Y') GO TO 400
IF(IANS.EQ.'N') GO TO 600

400 CALL PLOTYP(0)
CALL PRSPLT(FILENM)

600 TYPE 610
610 FORMAT(/,' DO YOU WANT TO SCAN AGAIN (Y/N) ---> ',S)

ACCEPT 20,IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.'Y') 00TO 5
IF(IANS.NE.'N') 00T0 600
STOP
END
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tor*********************** ******************************
t*
1* NAME = PATOD
t* PURPOSE = THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO TAKE AN A TO D
;* READING ON CHANNEL 2 WHEN CALLED
1* THE CABLE FROM THE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
1* ON THE PDL-1 SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO CH2
;* USAGE = CALL PATOD(IPAD)
1* ISIG = IS THE SIGNAL ON CHANNEL 2
1* (INTEGER).
444

;* NOTE: THIS PROGRAM IS TO BE USED WITH THE MIRCRO-11 *
1*
1*
1* WRITTEN BY' OLEN A. HOPKINS

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
t* 31JUL-84

*
*
*

1*
;********************************************************

.TITLE PATOD

.OLOBL PATOD

ADDRESS DEFINITIONS
1

CSR=170400

DBR=170402

CHOOEX= 1001

PATOD: TST (R5)+ NO NEED TO SAVE 41 OF ARGUMENTS
MOV *CHOOEXAMCSR ;SAMPLE SIGNAL ON CH 02

1$: TSTB O*CSR ;A/D DONE?
BPL 1$

MOV 041DBRA(R5)+ ;PASS BACK SIGNAL 1

RETURN

.END
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f*************************************************
f*
;it PROGRAM SLEW.MAC
t*
;* THIS PROGRAM SENDS SIGNALS TO THE
v* THE PNEUTRONICS SOLENOID BOARD TO
;it CHANGE THE PRESSURE IN THE PDL-1
t* CAVITY.
t*
1* THE CALL IS SLEW(ISTOP,IDIR)
t*
t* DEFINITION OF ARGUMENTS
;*
;* ISTOP: IF ISTOP=0, THE SOLENOID IS OPENED *
1* IF ISTOP=1, THE SOLENOID IS CLOSED *

;*
;* IDIR: IDIR=1 THE 2 ATM SOLENOID IS OPENED *
Itt IDIR=0 THE VACUUM SOLENOID IS OPENED*
;it

1* NOTE! THIS PROGRAM TO BE USED WITH THE
1* MICRO-11
t*
t*
1* WRITTEN BY: GLEN A. HOPKINS
;* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
Itt 7-31-84
;*
t*************************************************

.TITLE SLEW.MAC

.OLOBL SLEW

I DEFINE REGISTERS

CSRC=164170
DBRC=164172

;

SLEW: BIS #400,CSRC ;SET PARALLEL BOARD FOR OUTPUT
MOV $07,R1 ;MASK FOR VAC SOLENOID
TST OtR5>+ ;THROW OUT # OF ARGUMENTS
MOV e(R5) +,R2 ;OPEN OR CLOSE SOLENOID ?
CMP R2,#0 ;TEST FOR ZERO
BEQ 2$ ;IF CLOSE GO TO 2$
MOV OCR5>+,R0 ;MOVE IDIR INTO RO
CMP RO,#0 ;CHECK TO SEE IF ZERO
DEQ 1$ ;IF ZERO 00 TO 1$
MOV #16,R1 ;MASK FOR GAS SOLENOID

1$: MOV R1,DBRC ;SEND THE SIGNAL OUT
RETURN ;BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM

2$: MOV #17,DBRC ;CLOSE THE SOLENOID
RETURN ;BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM
.END
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1*
;* PROGRAM SCAN.MAC
3*
;* THIS PROGRAM SENDS PULSES TO THE PNEUTRONICS
t* SOLENOID BOARD TO CHANGE THE PRESSURE IN THE
1* PDL-1 CAVITY. THIS PROGRAM IS DIFFERENT FROM
t* SLEW.MAC IN THAT PULSES ARE SENT AS OPPOSED TO
t* A CONTINUOUS SIGNAL.
1*
;* THE CALL IS SCAN(IDIR)
1*
;* IDIR: IDIR=1 THE 2 ATM SOLENOID IS OPENED
;* IDIR=0 THE VACUUM SOLENOID IS OPENED
;*
;* NOTE: THIS PROGRAM TO BE USED WITH THE MICRO-11
;*
1* WRITTEN BY: OLEN A. HOPKINS
;* OREGON STATE UNIVERSIT

7-31-84
1*
141.********************************************************#

.TITLE SCAN.MAC

.OLOBL SCAN

DEFINE REGISTERS

CSRC=164170
DBRC=164172

.MCALL .PRINT

SCAN: BIS *400,CSRC
MOV *13,R1
TST (R5)+
MOV t(R5)+,R0
CMP RO,*0
BEG 1$
MOV *15,R1

1$: MOV R1,DBRC
MOV *2000.,R3

2$: DEC R3
BNE 2$
MOV *17,R1
MOV R1,DBRC
RETURN

;MES11 .ASCIZ /IN COUNTER/
1MES2: .ASCIZ /OUT OF COUNTER/

.END

;SET PARALLEL BOARD FOR OUTPUT
;MASK FOR VAC SOLENOID
;THROW OUT * OF ARGUMENTS
;MOVE IDIR INTO RO
;CHECK TO SEE IF ZERO
;IF ZERO GO TO 1$
;MASK FOR GAS SOLENOID
;SEND THE SIGNAL OUT

;CLOSE THE SOLENOID

;BACK TO FORTRAN CALL

129
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Appendix B

Data Analysis Computer Programs

This appendix contains the following computer listings:

1. SUBCON.FOR

2. EXPSEL.FCR
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C**************************************************************
C*
C* PROGRAM SUBCON.FOR
C*
C* THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO SUBTRACT THEORETICAL
C* INFRARED SPECTRA FROM EXPERIMENTAL INFRARED
C* SPECTRA.
C*
C* WRITTEN BY: GLEN A. HOPKINS
C* OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
C* 30-AUG-84
C*
C******************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

C
C

PROGRAM SUBCON
VIRTUAL YEX(810),X(810),YCAL(1100),YNEW(810)
VIRTUAL CON(500),YCON(1100)

C
C
C

BYTE FILENM(16)
BYTE FNAME(16)
REAL M
LOGICAL *1 ANS,ER(2),ANCON

GET THE EXPERIMENTAL IR SPECTRUM FILE

5 TYPE 10
10 FORMAT(' ENTER THE EXP IR SPECTRUM FILE NAME ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 20,FILENM
20 FORMAT(16A1)

OPEN(UNIT=3,NAME=FILENM,TYPE='OLD',ERR=5)
READ(3, *) XMIN
READ(3.*) XMAX
DO 30 I=1,1000
READ(3,*.END=40) IX,IY
X(I) =FLOAT(IX)
YEX(I)=FLOAT(IY)

30 CONTINUE
40 NMAX.I.I-1

CLOSE(UNIT3)
C
C GET THE CALCULATED SPECTRUM FILE
C

41 TYPE 42
42 FORMAT(' ENTER THE CALCULATED IR FILE NAME ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 20,FILENM
OPEN(UNIT=3,NAMEwFILENM,TYPElm'OLD',READONLY,ERR=41)
READ(3,*) WI
READ(3,*) WF
READ(3, *) RES
NUM=INT((WF-WI)/RES)+1
DO 43 I=1,NUM
READ(3,*) YCAL(I)

43 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=3)

C
C CHANGE TO WAVELENGTH UNITS
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C
M=(XMAX-XMIN)/(X(NMAX)-X(1))
B=XMIN-M*X(1)
DO 50 I=1,NMAX
X(I)=X(I)*M+B

50 CONTINUE
IPASS=0

C
C CONVOLUTION ROUTINE
C

250 TYPE 253
253 FORMAT(' CONVOLUTE CALCULATED SPECTRUM ? (Y/N) ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 56.ANCON
IF(ANCON.EQ.'N') GOTO 310
IF(ANCON.NE.'Y') GOTO 250

255 IF(IPASS.EQ.1) TYPE *,' FWHM = ',FWHM
TYPE 260

260 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE FWHM FOR CONVOLUTION (CM-1) ---> ',S)
ACCEPT *,FWHM
WCON=FWHM/2./RES
ANCON='Y'

C
NPCON=5.*WCON+1.5
IF(NPCON.GE.(NUM+1)/2) OOTO 255
DUM=(NPCON-1.)
CNORM=WCON*ATAN(DUM/WCON)
CNORM=1./(2.*CNORM)
DO 270 I=1,NPCON

270 CON(I)=CNORM/(1.+((I-1.)/WCON)**2)
C
C

JMAX=NPCON-1
C

DO 280 I=1,JMAX
YCON(I)=0.
DO 280 J=-(I-1),JMAX
JPOS=IABS(J)+1

280 YCON(I)=YCON(I)+CON(JPOS)*YCAL(I+J)
C

DO 290 I=JMAX+1,NUM-JMAX
YCON(I)=0.
DO 290 J=-JMAX,JMAX
JPOS=IABS(J)+1

290 YCON(I)=YCON(I)+CON(JPOS)*YCAL(I+J)
C

DO 300 I=NUM-JMAX+1,NUM
YCON(/)=0.
DO 300 J=-JMAX,NUM-I
JPOS=IABS(J)4.1
YCON(I)=YCON(I)+CON(JPOS)*YCAL(I+J)

300 CONTINUE
IF(IPASS.EQ.1) GOTO 120

C
C INPUT THE SCALING AND FUDGE FACTORS
C
310 IF(IPASS.EQ.1) TYPE *,' SUB FACTOR = ',FACT
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TYPE 320
320 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE SUBTRACTION FACTOR ---> ',$)

ACCEPT *,FACT
IF(IPASS.EQ.1) GOTO 120

330 IF(IPASS.EQ.1) TYPE *,' SHIFT FACTOR = ',FUDGE
TYPE 340

340 FORMAT(/,' ENTER THE X SHIFT FACTOR ---> ',S)
ACCEPT *,FUDOE
IF(IPASS.EQ.1) GOTO 120

C
C DETERMINE THE PLOTTING REGION
C

51 TYPE 52,XMIN,XMAX
52 FORMAT(1X,'XMIN = ',F6.1,' XMAX = ',F6.1)
54 TYPE 55
55 FORMAT(' DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE PLOT REGION ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 56,ANS
56 FORMAT(A1)

IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') 00TO 60
IF(ANS.NE.'N') GOTO 54
IMIN=1
IMAX=NMAX
KMIN=1
KMAX=NUM
00TO 120

60 TYPE 70
70 FORMAT(' ENTER BEGINNING AND ENDING WAVENUMBERS ---> ',$)

ACCEPT *,XMIN,XMAX
IF(XMIN.LT.X(1)) 00T0 60
IF(XMAX.GT.X(NMAX)) GOTO 60

C
C DETERMINE THE ARRAY INDEX FOR THE DESIRED REGION
C
C ARRAY INDEX FOR EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRUM
C

IMIN=0
IMAX =O
DO 80 I=1,NMAX
IF(X(I).GE.XMIN) GOTO 90

80 CONTINUE
90 IMIN=I

DO 100 I=IMIN.NMAX
IF(X(I).0E.XMAX) GOTO 110

100 CONTINUE
110 IMAX=I

C
C ARRAY INDEX FOR CALCULATED SPECTRUM
C

KMIN=0
KMAX=0
DO 112 I=1,NUM
XCAL=WI+RES*FLOAT(I-1)
IF(XCAL.OE.XMIN) GOTO 114

112 CONTINUE
114 KMIN=I
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DO 115 I=KMIN,NUM
XCAL=WI+RES*FLOAT(I-1)
IF(XCAL.OE.XMAX) 00TO 117

115 CONTINUE
117 KMAX=I

C
C FIND THE MINIUM AND MAXIMUM Y VALUES
C

120 YMAX=0.
YMIN=1000.
YCALMX=YCAL(KMIN)
YCONMX=YCON(KMIN)
DO 130 I=IMIN,IMAX
IF(YEX(I).LT.YMIN) YMIN=YEX(I)
IF(YEX(I).0T.YMAX) YMAX=YEX(I)

130 CONTINUE
C

131 DO 132 I=KMIN+1,KMAX
IF(YCAL(I).0T.YCALMX) YCALMX=YCAL(I)
IF(YCON(I).0T.YCONMX) YCONMX=YCON(I)

132 CONTINUE
C
C SCALE TO 1
C

IF(IPASS.OT.1) OOTO 141
DO 140 I=IMIN,IMAX
YEX(I)=(YEX(I)-YMIN)/(YMAX-YMIN)

140 CONTINUE
C

141 DO 142 I=KMIN,KMAX
YCAL(I)=YCAL(I)/YCALMX
YCON(I)=YCON(I)/YCONMX

142 CONTINUE
C
C PREPARE TO PLOT ON THE TEK SCREEN
C

YHIOH=1.0
YLOW=0.0

C
C ERASE THE TEK SCREEN
C

C

ER(1)="033
ER(2)="014
TYPE 162,ER

162 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
DO 163 1=1,3000
KILL=FLOAT(I)
TIME=KILL

163 CONTINUE

YFACT=5.0/(YHIOH-PLOW)
XFACT=7.0/(XMAX-XMIN)
CALL SCALE(XFACT,YFACT,.5,.75,XMIN,YLOW)
CALL VECTOR
CALL AXISL(XMIN,XMAX,XMIN,YLOW,YHIOH,YLOW,11,11,9,0,
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*2,0,1.0,1.0,125)
C
C PLOT THE DATA
C
C PLOT EXPERIMENTAL DATA
C

DO 170 I=IMIN,IMAX
PY=YEX(I)/(2.*YHIGH)+.5*(YHIGH-YLOW)
CALL PLOT(X(I),PY,1,0)

170 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(XMIN,YLOW,0,0)

C
C PLOT CALCULATED DATA
C

DO 180 I=KMIN,KMAX
XCAL=WI+RES*FLOAT(I-1)+FUDGE
IF(XCAL.LT.XMIN) GOTO 180
IF(XCAL.OT.XMAX) GOTO 180
YONE=YCON(I)*FACT/(2.*YHIGH)+.5*(YHIGH-PLOW)
YTWO=YCAL(I)*FACT/(2.*YHIGH)+.5*(YHIGH-YLOW)
IF(ANCON.EQ.'N') PY=YTWO
IF(ANCON.EQ.'Y') PY=YONE
CALL PLOT(XCAL,PY,1,0)

180 CONTINUE
C
C SUBTRACTION ROUTINE
C

CALL PLOT(XMIN,YLOW,0,0)
IF(FUDGE.LT.0.0) RND=-.01
IF(FUDGE.GE.0.0) RND=.01
IOFF=INT((FUDGE+RND)/RES)
JSTART=KMIN
DO 195 I=IMIN,IMAX
DO 190 J=JSTART,KMAX
IF(J+IOFF.LT.KMIN) GOTO 190
IF(J+IOFF.GT.KMAX) GOTO 190
XCAL=WI+RES*FLOAT() -1)
IF(XCAL.GT.X(I)) GOTO 194

190 CONTINUE
YNEW(I)=YNEW(I-1)
GOTO 195

194 XR=XCAL
XL=WI+RES*FLOAT() -2)
IF(ANCON.EQ.'N') YL=YCAL(J-1+IOFF)
IF(ANCON.EQ.'Y') YL=YCON(J-1+IOFF)
IF(ANCON.EQ.'N') YR=YCAL(J+IOFF)
IF(ANCON.EQ.'Y') YR=YCON(J+IOFF)
YNEW(I)=(YR-YL)/(XR-XL)*(X(I)-XL)+YL
JSTART=J

195 CONTINUE
DO 200 I=IMIN,IMAX
IF(I+IOFF.LT.IMIN) GOTO 200
IF(I+IOFF.GT.IMAX) GOTO 200
PY=(YEX(I)-YNEW(I)*FACT)/2.0+.075*(YHIGH-YLOW)
CALL PLOT(X(I),PY,1,0)

200 CONTINUE



CALL PLOT(XMIN,YLOW,0,0)

PAUSE
TYPE 162,ER
DO 205 1=1,3000
TIME=FLOAT(I)

205 CONTINUE
IPASS=1

210 TYPE 220
220 FORMAT('

)

TYPE *,' ******** COMMAND MENU ********
TYPE *,'
TYPE 41," CHANGE WAVELENGHT SCALE (1)'

TYPE *,' DIFFERENT CONVOLUTION (2)'

TYPE *,' CHANGE SUBTRACTION FACTOR (3)'

TYPE *,' CHANGE X SHIFT FACTOR (4)'

TYPE *,' START FROM THE BEGINNING (5)'

TYPE *,' STORE DATA IN A FILE (6)'

TYPE *,' QUIT (7)'

TYPE *,'
TYPE 230

230 FORMAT(' ENTER THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE ---> ',$)

ACCEPT *,ICHOC
IF(ICHOC.LT.1) GOTO 210
IF(ICHOC.GT.7) GOTO 210
IF(ICHOC.EQ.1) GOTO 60
IF(ICHOC.EQ.2) GOTO 255
IF(ICHOC.EQ.3) GOTO 310
IF(ICHOC.EQ.4) GOTO 330
IF(ICHOC.EQ.5) GOTO 5
IF(ICHOC.EQ.6) GOTO 235
IF(ICHOC.EQ.7) GOTO 240
GOTO 210

C
C WRITE DATA TO A FILE
C
235 TYPE 236
236 FORMAT(' ENTER THE FILE NAME ---> ',$)

ACCEPT 238. FNAME
238 FORMAT(16A1)

OPEN(UNIT=3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW',ERR=235)
NPTS=(IMAX-IMIN)+1
WRITE(3,*) NPTS
DO 237 I=IMIN,IMAX
WRITE(3,*) X(I),YNEW(I)

237 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=3)

C
240 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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C********************************************************
C*
C* Program: EXPSEL (Selinar version of EXPSUB)
C*
C* Purpose: Takes two IR spectra Y(I) having the *
C* same X values (not stored) and subtracts*
C* F1-SFACT*F2. Allows F2 to be convoluted *
C* by a Lorentzian function. The difference*
C* spectrum may be output to disk in the *
C* same format as the input files.
C*
C* Calls! RDIR,LCONV,HPTLIB,
C* (ANSI,S4014,CLHOME,CLEAR)
C*
C* Written By: Mark P. Maroncelli &
C* Glen A. Hopkins
C* Oregon State University
C* 15-Sep-84
C*
C********************************************************
C
C

PROGRAM EXPSEL
VIRTUAL YI(1500),Y2(1500),YC(1500)
BYTE FNAME(16)
ASFLA0=1.

C
C********************************************************
C 0=Command Menu
C********************************************************
C

C
C

10 TYPE *,'
TYPE *1'******* COMMAND MENU *******'
TYPE *,"
TYPE *.' OD =Get a File from Disk (FlorF2) *'
TYPE *,' CO =Convolute a File (F2)'
TYPE *,' AR =Alter Display Range'
TYPE *,' SU =Subtract Files and Display Result'
TYPE (1.,' PD =Put Subtraction Result to Disk'
TYPE *,' SA =Set Autoscaling Mode & Range'
TYPE *,' MN =Type Menu'
TYPE *,' QT = Quit'
TYPE *,"
TYPE *,'* (FI should be called first)'

100 TYPE 101
101 FORMAT(/,' Command (form=XX, MN=Menu): '.$)

ACCEPT 102, IA
102 FORMAT(A2)

IF(IA.EQ.'PD') GOTO 200
IF(IA.EQ.'CO') GOTO 300
IF(IA.EQ.'AR') 00TO 400
IF(IA.EQ.'SU') 00TO 500
IF(IA.EQ.'PD') GOTO 600
IF(IA.EQ.'SA') GOTO 700
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IF(IA.EQ.'MN') 00TO 10
IF(IA.EQ.'QT') 00T0 9999
00TO 10

C
C********************************************************
C GD=Get File From Disk
C********************************************************
C

C
C

C
C

200 TYPE 201
201 FORMAT(' File #1 or 412 (Subtraction is F1 F2): ',$)

ACCEPT *, IA
IF(IA.EQ.0) 00T0 100
IF(IA.EQ.2) 00T0 210
IF(IA.NE.1) OOTO 200

CALL RDIR(XSRT,XSTP,RES,NPTS,Y1,YS1)
XMIN=XSRT
XMAX=XSTP
ISRT=1
ISTP=NPTS
YMAX=Y1(1)
YMIN=YMAX
DO 205 I=2,NPTS
IF(Y1(I).LT.YMIN) YMIN=YI(I)
IF(Y1(I).0T.YMAX) YMAX =Y1(I)

205 CONTINUE
00TO 100

210 CALL RDIR(XSRT2,XSTP2,RES2,NPTS2,Y2,YS2)
YSC=YS2
DO 220 I=1,NPTS2

220 YC(I)=Y2(I)
IF(NPTS2.EQ.NPTS .AND. XSRT2.EQ.XSRT .AND. XSTP2.EQ.XSTP)

@ 00TO 100
TYPE 221,NPTS,NPTS2,XSRT,XSRT2,XSTP,XSTP2

221 FORMAT(' Trouble! Files correspond to different X(I):',
1 /,' NPTS1=',I15, ' NPTS2=',I15,
2 /,' XSRT1=',015.5,' XSRT2=',015.5,
3 /,' XSTP1=',015.5,' XSTP2=',015.5)

GOTO 100
C
C********************************************************
C CU=Convolut* File #2
C********************************************************
C

C

300 TYPE *,'Input FWHH for convolution (cm-1);"
TYPE *,'(Hitting return will restore unconvoluted file)'
TYPE 301,FWHH

301 FORMAT(' FWHH=',F6.2,2X,$)
ACCEPT 302, FWHH

302 FORMAT(015.5)
IF(FWHH.NE.0.) 00TO 320

DO 310 I=1,NPTS2



C

310 YC(I)=Y2(I)
GOTO 100

320 FW=FWHH/RES2
CALL LCONV(NPTS2,FW,Y2,YC)
GOTO 100

C
C********************************************************
C AR=Alter DisPlay Range
C************************* * ** **** * * * * * * *** *** * ** * * * ** * * **

C

C
C

400 TYPE *,' Display range for subtractions'
TYPE 401,XMIN

401 FORMAT(' Start cm-1=',015.5,2X,$)
ACCEPT 302,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0.) XMIN=DUM
IF(DUM.EQ.99.) XMIN=0.
TYPE 402,XMAX

402 FORMAT(' Stop cm-1=',015.5,2X,$)
ACCEPT 302,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0.) XMAX=DUM

ISRT=(XMIN-XSRT) /RES+1.5
IF(ISRT.LT.1) ISRT=1
IF(ISRT.GE.NPTS) GOTO 400
ISTP=(XMAX-XSRT)/RES+1.5
IF(ISTP.GT.NPTS) ISTP=NPTS
IF(ISTP.LE.1) GOTO 400
GOTO 100

C
Cg*******************************************************
C SU=Subtract Yl-SFACT*YC and Display Result
C********************************************************
C

500 YMIN=Y1(ISRT)
YMAX=YMIN
YCMIN=YC(ISRT)
YCMAX=YCMIN
DO 510 I=ISRT+1,ISTP
IF(Y1(I).LT.YMIN) YMIN=Y1(I)
IF(YC(I).LT.YCMIN) YCMIN=YC(I)
IF(Y1(I).GT.YMAX) YMAX=Y1(I)
IF(YC(I).OT.YCMAX) YCMAX=YC(I)

510 CONTINUE
YRANGE=YMAX-YMIN
YLOW=0.
YHIGH=2.
YFACT=5./(YHIGH-YLOW)
XFACT=7./(XMAX-XMIN)
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C
IF(ASFLAG) 530,530,520

C
520 TYPE *,'The subtraction is done as DIF=File1-SFACT*File2'

TYPE 511,SFACT
511 FORMAT(' SFACT=',015.5,2X,$)



ACCEPT 302,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0.) SFACT=DUM
GOTO 540

C
530 AYMIN=Y1(IASRT)

AYMAX=AYMIN
AYCMIN=YC(IASRT)
AYCMAX=AYCMIN
DO 535 I=IASRT+1,IASTP
IF(Y1(I).LT.AYMIN) AYMIN=Y1(I)
IF(Y1(I).GT.AYMAX) AYMAX =Y1(I)
IF(YC(I).LT.AYCMIN) AYCMIN=YC(I)
IF(YC(I).GT.AYCMAX) AYCMAX=YC(I)

535 CONTINUE
SFACT=(AYMAX-AYMIN)/(AYCMAX-AYCMIN)

C
C

540 CALL CLHOME
CALL CLEAR
CALL S4014
CALL PLOTYP(2)
CALL SCALE(XFACT,YFACT,1.,.75,XMIN,YLOW)
CALL VECTOR
CALL AXISL(XMIN,XMAX,XMIN,YLOW,YHIGH,YLOW,11,11,
9,0,2,0,1.0,1.0,.125)

C
C

XPO=XSRT+(ISRT-1)*RES
YP0 =(YHIGH-YLOW)/2.+YLOW
YP=(Y1(ISRT)-YMIN)/YRANGE+YPO
CALL PLOT(XPO,YP,0,0)
DO 550 I=ISRT+1,ISTP
XP=XSRT+(I-1)*RES
YP=(Y1(I)-YMIN)/YRANGE+YPO

550 CALL PLOT(XP,YP,1,0)
C
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YP=SFACT*(YC(ISRT)-YCMIN)/YRANGE+YPO
CALL PLOT(XPO,YP,0,0)
DO 560 Isc/SRT+1,ISTP
XP=XSRT+(I-1)*RES
YP=SFACT*(YC(I)-YCMIN)/YRANGE+YPO

560 CALL PLOT(XP,YP,1,0)
C
C Find Max and Min of Difference spectrum and plot 2*Difference
C

YDMIN=1.E10
DO 563 I=ISRT,ISTP
YD=2.*(Y1(I)-SFACT*YC(I))
IF(YD.LT.YDMIN) YDMIN=YD

563 CONTINUE
C

YPO=YLOW
YP=(2.*(Y1(ISRT)-SFACT*YC(ISRT))-YDMIN)/YRANGE+YPO
CALL PLOT(XPO,YP,0,0)
DO 570 I=ISRT,ISTP
XP=XSRT+(I-1)*RES
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YP=(2.*(Y1(I)-SFACT*YC(I))-YDMIN)/YRANGE+YPO
570 CALL PLOT(XP,YP,1,0)

CALL PLOT(XMIN,YLOW,0,0)
CALL ANSI

REALF=SFACT*(YS1/YSC)
TYPE 581, REALF

581 FORMAT(' True scale factor=1,015.5)
PAUSE
CALL CLEAR
CALL CLHOME
GOTO 100

C
C********************************************************
C PD=Put file to Disk
C********************************************************
C
600 TYPE 601
601 FORMAT(' Output Convoluted or Difference Spectrum? (CorD): ',$)

ACCEPT 602.1A
602 FORMAT(A1)

IF(IA.NE.'C' .AND. IA.NE.'D') GOTO 600
C

610 TYPE 611
611 FORMAT(' Output File Name: ',$)

ACCEPT 612,IDUM,FNAME
612 FORMAT(Q,16A1)

FNAME(IDUM+1)=0
OPEN(UNIT=3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW',ERR=600)
WRITE(3,*) XSRT
WRITE(3,*) XSTP
WRITE(3,*) NPTS

C
C

IF(IA.EG.'C') GOTO 630
DO 620 I=1.NPTS
YOUT=YS1*Y1(I)-REALF*YSC*YC(I)
IYO=YOUT

620 WRITE(3,*) IYO,IYO
GOTO 650

C
C
630 DO 635 I=1.NPTS

YOUT=YSC*VC(I)
IYO=YOUT

635 WRITE(301) IYO,IYO
C

650 CLOSE(UNIT=3)
GOTO 100

C

C
c********************************************************

SA=Set Autoscaling Mode and Set Range
c********************************************************
C
C

700 TYPE 701



C

C
C

701 FORMAT(' Type of scaling M=manual, A=autoscale ',S)
ACCEPT 702, IA

702 FORMAT(A1)
IF(IA.EQ.'A') GOTO 710
IF(IA.NE.'M') GOTO 700
ASFLAG=1.
GOTO 100

710 ASFLAO= -1.
TYPE *,' Autoscale range for subtractions'
TYPE 711,AMIN

711 FORMAT(' Start cm-1=',015.5,2X,$)
ACCEPT 302,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0.) AMIN=DUM
IF(DUM.EQ.99.) AMIN=0.
TYPE 712,AMAX

712 FORMAT(' Stop cm-1=',015.5,2X,$)
ACCEPT 302,DUM
/F(DUM.NE.0.) AMAX=DUM

IASRT=(AMIN-XSRT)/RES+1.5
IF(IASRT.LT.1) ISRT=1
IF(IASRT.GE.NPTS) GOTO 710
IASTP=CAMAX-XSRTURES+1.5
IF(IASTP.GT.NPTS) IASTP=NPTS
IF(IASTP.LE.1) GOTO 710
GOTO 100

C
C
9999 STOP

END
C
C********************************************************
C Subroutines ANSI,S4014,CLHOME,CLEAR
C************************* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

C

C
C

C
C

SUBROUTINE ANSI
LOGICAL *1 SEQ(2)
DATA SEQ/27,50/
TYPE 10,SEQ

10 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE S4014
LOGICAL *1 SEQ(2)
DATA SEQ/27,49/
TYPE 10,SE0

10 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CLHOME
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LOGICAL *1 SEQ(4),SEQ2(6)
DATA SEQ/27,91,50,74/
DATA SEQ2/27,91,49,59,49,72/
TYPE 101,SEQ

101 FORMAT(1X,6A1)
TYPE 101,SEQ2
RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE CLEAR
LOGICAL *1 SEQ(2>,SEQ2(2),SEQ3(2)
DATA SEQ/27,49/
DATA SEQ2/27,12/
DATA SEQ3/27,50/
TYPE 10,SEQ

10 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
TYPE 10,SEQ2
TYPE 10,SEQ3
RETURN
END

C
C
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